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ABSTRACT

Slow Drip Rock Shelter (23SN777) is a natural overhang located in Hobbs Hollow in
Stone County, Missouri. Wichita State University conducted a Phase III excavation in 1994 led
by Dr. David Hughes as the Principal Investigator. The idea was to explore this site’s eligibility
for the National Register of Historic Places. It was hoped that features from previous
investigations would be revealed to expose the relationship between late Woodland and
Mississippian occupations. However, this goal did not come to fruition. Both Woodland and
Mississippian artifacts were found along with a number of other cultural manifestations, but the
integrity of the stratigraphy was lost due to looting, and features were not found. This site is a
temporary campsite where hunting, gathering, foraging, food preparation, and depositing
occurred as well as tool manufacture and maintenance. All of the lithic and organic resources can
be gathered locally. There was a clear difference between previous excavations and the one done
by Wichita State University. The Phase II report contained intact features, a radiocarbon date,
and pottery. This excavation lacked all of these elements, and it was concluded that this site was
not eligible for the National Register.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

During 1994, Finley River Properties, Inc. inquired about the purchase of land from the
Cassville District of the Mark Twain National Forest. The prospected area is located in Hobbs
Hollow in the Southern portion of Stone County, Missouri near Blue Eye (Figure 2). Since this
land was owned by a federal agency of the United States (the United States Department of
Agriculture), an archaeological excavation was needed to evaluate the nature of the cultural
remains from 23SN777 in order to legally sell this property (Figure 1). The Phase II report
assessed this site a possibility for the National Register of Historic Places. The archaeological
contract was thus given to Wichita State University to perform a Phase III excavation on this
small rock shelter. Dr. David Hughes was the Principal Investigator assisted by Jeff Indeck. In
addition, they also agreed to perform a similar task at two other sites in the area; these were the
Wonder Works Site (23SN845) and Blue Eye Spring Site (23SN846). This report encompasses
all the information gathered from the Slow Drip Rock Shelter (23SN777), the other sites have
been evaluated in previous reports.
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Figure 1.

Map of Missouri Depicting 23SN777 in the
Southern Portion of Stone County.
2

Figure 2.

Location of Archaeological Site 23SN777 and
Federal Tracts Proposed for Exchange. USGS
Lampe 7.5 Quadrangle (Scale 1: 24 000)
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Missouri Chronology
TIME PERIODS OF PREHISTORICAL MISSOURI
TRADITION

PERIOD

B.P.

B.C./A.D.

Villagers

Historic Indian

250-120 B.P.

1700-1830 A.D.

Village Farmer

Late Mississippi
Early Mississippi

550-300 B.P.
1100-550 B.P.

1450-1700 A.D.
900-1450 A.D.

Prairie Forest
Potter

Late Woodland
Middle Woodland
Early Woodland

1600-1100 B.P.
2500-1600 B.P.
3000-2500 B.P.

400-900 A.D.
500 B.C.-400 A.D.
1000-500 B.C.

Forager

Late Archaic
Middle Archaic
Early Archaic

5000-3000 B.P.
7000-5000 B.P.
9000-7000 B.P.

3000-1000 B.C.
5000-3000 B.C.
7000-5000 B.C.

Hunter-Forager

Dalton

10000-9000 B.P.

8000-7000 B.C.

Early Hunter

Paleoindian

14000-10000 B.P.

12000-8000 B.C.

Unspecified HunterGatherer

Early Man

?-14000 B.P.

?-12000 B.C.

Table 1.

Traditions and Time Periods From the Prehistory of
Missouri. Reproduced from Ray (1992: 15) after
Chapman (1975; 1980)

This site falls within the basic chronological units established for Missouri as described
in Table 1. This chronological sequence has been summarized on the Missouri Archaeological
Society website (http://associations.missouristate.edu/mas/) associated with Missouri State
University. This chronology has also been presented in two other compilations: O’Brien and
Wood’s (1998) Prehistory of Missouri and Carl Chapman’s (1975; 1980) two-volume set The
Archaeology of Missouri. Therefore, I will merely summarize the units presented in order for the
reader to understand the time span presented in this report. The units in this section include
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Paleoindian, Dalton, Archaic, Woodland, and Mississippian; the latter three time units can
further be broken down to early, middle, and late.
Paleoindian aged sites (12,000 B.C. to 8,000 B.C.) are traditionally associated with
Clovis points and extinct megafauna such as mammoths and mastodons. The Dalton period
(8,000 B.C. to 7,000 B.C.), however, serves as a transitional phase between the Paleoindian era
and the Archaic. The distinctive point linked to the Dalton phase is a bifurcated lanceolate with
serrations on the side of the base. Clovis and Dalton assemblages also include other tools such as
scrapers, burins, and adzes. Paleoindian tools as well as the number of sites found in Missouri
are minimal. Hunting strategies focused on larger game rather than foraging for smaller game
and naturally occurring edible vegetation.
The Archaic is by far the longest lasting time period ranging from 7000 B.C. to 1000
B.C. These sites can be found on uplands and high terraces and are more noticeable with a higher
volume of chipping debris and stone tools. The tools from these cultures diversified to include
objects more suitable for a changing subsistence pattern. They began to forage within forests for
smaller game using improved hunting implements. Projectile points from earlier complexes
displayed side notches, while their descendants utilized basal notches. There are far fewer early
and middle Archaic sites than those from the late Archaic period.
There was a vast difference between the Woodland peoples and the Archaic peoples. The
two biggest inventions begun in the Woodland period were the bow and arrow and pottery. The
temper of the pottery from this timeframe was distinct containing crushed rock, limestone, and
crushed fired clay (grog). Also, some pots displayed individualized markings. Subsistence
patterns continued to revolve around hunting and gathering in familiar areas that were seasonally
revisited. In addition, various cultigens began to contribute more to the traditional diet.
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The final chronological unit is the Mississippian period, lasting until historic contact was
made. The projectile points differed greatly from previous eras because people had switched to
small triangular shaped arrow points for smaller game. People began using more scrapers and
heavy cutting tools in this area for food preparation. Pottery shifted to predominately shelltemper, but limestone and grit were also utilized. Ray (1992: 14) states that sites from this period
“are not well represented in the Ozark Highlands.”

Project Location
23SN777 is located in southwestern Missouri in southern Stone County near Blue Eye,
Missouri. According to Wright’s (1987) map of hydrological units, this site is contained within
the Table Rock watershed of the West White principal drainage basin system of the ArkansasWhite-Red Major drainage basin system. Chapman (1975: 4) classifies this place as the White
section of the Southwest Drainage Region. 23SN777 is on the flank of the of the Springfield
Plateau (Bretz 1965).
This land is located near the head of Hobbs Hollow along an east-facing, steep base in
close proximity. Hobbs Hollow is one of several tributaries that join to form Little Indian Creek
which flows into Big Indian Creek and eventually into Table Rock Lake north of the area. In
addition, Hobbs Spring flows just south of Slow Drip. Hobbs Hollow has been characterized as
deep and narrow in this area averaging 61 m in depth and 15-20 m in width at its largest
measurements. Surrounding the rock shelter is a distinguishable Pierson Chert in the lower
region with a separate layer of Northview Shale in the upper region of the ridge. The dimensions
first announced by Klinger and Kandare (1987:91) of 34 m long, 5 m deep, and 4 m high are
accurate for the shelter.
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Figure 3.

General Outline of the Site Along With Its
Dimensions, Attributes, and the Placement
of Units

Environment
The environmental discussion of 23SN777 is derived from several sources but the Phase
II report written by Ray (1992) is the main source. The rationale is that the environment has not
changed very much since the original report was completed, and he exhaustively covered the
subject. He created his section on the environmental context using two previously written
technical sources from this area, which are Purrington et al. (1985: 87-91) and Ray and McGrath
(1988: 31-34) along with several other sources to supplement. It should be noted that other
sources utilized for this section include Chapman (1975), Shelford (1963), and the United States
Department of Agriculture Stone County Soil Survey (1995).
According to Chapman (1975: 5), Missouri’s geological formations have effectively
created a diverse environment; this is evidenced by the variations in topography, soil formations,
7

water locations, mineral resources, and sheltered areas such as caves and rocky overhangs. This
site falls under the physiographic region known as the Ozark Highlands, which covers most of
the south and central portions of Missouri. The United States Department of Agriculture
Soil Survey (1995) reveals that most of the surface features are created by the Ozark uplift
combined with water erosion on the geological formations. This creates outcrops of useful
chippable material. The northern section of the county rests on the Springfield Plateau, while the
southern and central portions are fall on the Salem Plateau.
There is a geological difference between the two physiographic provinces. The
Springfield Plateau contains geological stratum that are Mississippian-aged while the Salem
Plateau has much older Ordovician formations. The Salem Plateau’s topography conveys gently
rolling hills; however, the Springfield Plateau is highly dissected in nature. Both are contained
within the Eureka Springs or Burlington escarpment, which runs alongside the Lampe Fault, a
major fault line in the region (United States Department of Agriculture 1995: 13). Ray (1992: 5)
states, “the project area is situated in a valley incised into Mississippian strata just east of this
escarpment.”
There are many usable, high-quality rock formations and outcrops that Natives would
have been able to utilize from this area. Chapman (1975: 7) believes that old sedimentary groups
containing dolomite and limestone with chert “have readily available cryptocrystalline hard
stone;” this is the material that can be turned into hunting tools and weapons. The Ordovician
formation includes dolomites and sandstones with cherty layers from the Gasconade, Roubidoux,
and Jefferson City-Cotter formations. The problem is that only the Jefferson City-Cotter group is
shallow enough to allow for extraction. The Mississippian stratum has a larger assortment of
stone including sandstone, siltstone, and shale, but more importantly, there are numerous types
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of chert including Pierson, Reeds Spring, Elsey, and Burlington (Ray 1992). In summary, these
resources, along with hematite and limonite (used for pigments), limestone, and quartzite are
available in the project area. They can be found in outcrops, gravel bars (where streams have cut
into geologic formations), and residual deposits. Chapman (1975: 7) states, “… limestone at the
borders of the Ozark Highland contained chert or flint, which was in such demand by the Indians
that a great deal of quarrying was carried on to obtain the stone, where it was near the surface.”
Elevation in the area ranges from 880 ft to 1,465 ft above sea level, which equals 585ft of
relief (United States Department of Agriculture 1995: 13). In the southern portion of Stone
County, the highest point is Pilot Knob Mountain in the west, and the lowest point is along the
west fork of the Roark Creek, when it leaves the county in the east. A majority of the county is
extremely dissected containing narrow ridges with rolling hills to steep slopes leaving a degree
of variance for relief in rocky outcrops. Ray (1992: 5) considers the “White River Hills” to
exhibit maturity in fluvial development due to the few interstream divides and maximum relief.
All of the streams in this area flow into either Taneycomo Lake or Table Rock Lake (United
States Department of Agriculture 1995: 13), in this case Big Indian Creek. The major streams are
dependent on the numerous springs to continue flow, and many small valleys are devoid of
perennial water and surface flow due to the interference of subsurface solution channels.
Many cavernous shelters are exemplified in this area as evidenced by various rock
shelters, caves, sinkholes, and other subsurface structures. Chapman (1975: 7) states:
The leaching of limestone and dolomite by ground water caused solution cavities to
develop into extensive caverns containing large underground streams, which surfaced in
the Ozark Highland and produced some of the largest springs in the world. These
caverns, where exposed by erosion, furnished shelter and thus became important
storehouses of cultural records.
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Soil formations are dependent on a variety of factors including elevation, slope, climate,
rainfall, and vegetative cover. On the Ozark Plateau, soils have developed with limestones and
dolomites, causing them to lose their fertility, but they contain large amounts of chert (Chapman
1975: 8, 12). On Chapman’s (1975: 9) distribution of soils, he places the project area under the
designation of Southern Missouri Residual and Loess-Residual Landscapes, further dividing
them into Forest Natural Vegetation under the heading GB, which stands for Gasconade-BodineClarksville. The soil survey for Stone County (United States Department of Agriculture 1995)
describes many of the main series registered in this area. It categorizes the Hailey-Rueter
association as having the most relief followed by the Noark-Rueter-Scholten and Sonsac-Moko
series. In the end, the Tonti-Scholten and Gasconade-Alred have the least amount of relief. As
stated before, many of the cherty soils are extremely infertile and difficult to farm; however, on
the Springfield Plateau, there are soils that are more fertile and most can be found in larger
stream valleys throughout the Ozark Highlands. In smaller valleys, cherty loams along with
coarse alluvium are wide spread, where as larger valleys are characterized by silt loam instead
(Ray 1992: 5-6). Around the site, there is a variety of soils.
The modern climate of Stone County, Missouri has been characterized as midcontinental
because of its hot, humid summers and cold yet variable winters. The difference in temperature
between summer and winter ranges from 40-54 degrees F (Chapman 1975: 12). The average
temperature in the winter is around 35 degrees F with an average minimum of 23 degrees F, and
in the summer, the average is 75 degrees F with an average maximum of 85 degrees F (United
States Department of Agriculture 1995: 11-12). The number of frost-free days in this area
averages somewhere in the lower 200s. The freezing begins in mid-October and does not relent
until the end of March or the beginning of April (Chapman 1975: 12). As far as relative humidity
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is concerned, it is highest at night averaging 83 percent in the morning and 66 percent during the
midafternoon. The warm, moist air originates from the Gulf of Mexico during most of the year,
but cold air from the northwest dominates February and March. The average wind speed is 11-12
mph from November through April (United States Department of Agriculture 1995: 12).
The average amount of precipitation for this area is considered to be moderate to low.
The total amount of yearly precipitation is around 43 inches in which 65 percent occurs between
the months of April and October. In addition, thunderstorms occur 52 days of the year, mostly
during May and August. During the winter months, the weather can be extremely unpredictable
with mild and dry days to freezing and snowy weather. The snowfall average for this county is
approximately 12 inches. Also, there tends to be 5 days a year that at least 1 in of snow is on the
ground.
The Paleoenvironment provides a glimpse into the biogeographic surroundings of much
earlier people. Overall, there has been quite a difference between the current climate and that of
the remote past. Ray (1992: 6) describes a small section of this ancient environment:
Paleo-climatic studies have indicated variability and sometimes dramatic changes
in the climatic pattern during the past 12,000 years in mid-continental North America.
These climatic shifts have been supported by archaeological data in Missouri from
Rodgers Shelter and the Pomme de Terre River area. In brief, the data suggest a gradual
warming period after the close of the last Wisconsinan glaciation approximately 12, 000
B.P. to about 9000 B.P. This climatic warming resulted in a succession of vegetative
regimes. Late glacial spruce forests had disappeared from the Ozarks ca. 12,000 B.P.,
being replaced by oak-hickory deciduous forests which persisted until ca. 9000-8700 B.P.
Between 9000-5000 B.P., warm dry period called the Hypsithermal prevailed, during
which deciduous forests receded and prairie vegetation expanded in forest/prairie
ecotonal areas. This dry period ended about 5000 B.P. when increased moisture spurred
renewed development of deciduous forests, much as it is today.
Modern development (logging, construction, mining, etc.) has rapidly changed the
environment, but there are remnants of the recent past’s regional biogeography. This area is well
established in the temperate deciduous (oak-deer-maple) biome described by Chapman (1975:12-
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13). Shelford (1963: 57) states that the dominant tree species in this type of forest are Post Oak,
White Oak, Black Oak, Blackjack Oak, Scarlet Oak, Shagbark Hickory, Mockernut Hickory, and
some Pignut Hickories. While the Ozark Highlands contains mostly forested areas, some mixture
with prairies has been witnessed on uplands and stream bottoms. Of these two environmental
contexts, more biotic diversity was described near streams. Forests existed where the soil was
more fertile and better drained. Where these conditions are not present, grasses dominate. Pines
tend to be a minuscule population of the forest especially in southern Missouri (Shelford 1963:
59), but strands of shortleaf pine occur in acidic soils on narrow and high ridge tops (Chapman
1975: 12; Ray 1992: 7).
The faunal communities were diverse across the Ozark Highlands creating a suitable
climate for hunting food. Carnivores include bears, panthers, wolves, bobcats, and foxes.
Squirrels also inhabit this area, notably, the Gray Squirrel, numbering around 22 per square mile.
Fox Squirrels are also numerous in the open woods (Shelford 1963: 59). Other animals such as
raccoons, opossums, and striped skunks used the forest for food while preferring the peripheries
and streams for breeding grounds. Turkeys were also a great source for food, which numbered
around 5 per square mile before the historic contact. They were drawn to post oak and blackjack
oak acorns. Other birds found in the oak-hickory region include quail, grouse, passenger pigeon,
mourning dove, and Carolina parakeet. Medium size mammals such as deer and elk are readily
available along with smaller animals including beavers, muskrats, snakes, minks, turtles, mice,
and rabbits. From nearby water sources, native species of fish, mussel shells, crayfish, and other
marine resources could be attained. This is only a portion of faunal resources from this area.
Animal bones are important to understanding local subsistence patterns. Some of the
animals mentioned can only be obtained during specific seasons because of behavioral attributes,
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but despite these hindrances and those associated with tracking animals. Often, these animal
bones are found during archaeological excavations, and they can be identified as being a part of a
distinct biotic group (Chapman 1975: 14). This site has produced animal bones that were more
than likely obtained during hunting; subsequently, the furs were probably extracted for other
purposes. The problem, in this case, is the minuscule size of the bone samples.

History of Excavations
The site’s Archaeological Survey of Missouri (ASM) form indicates it was first
discovered in 1985. Tim Klinger and Richard Kandare relocated this small rock shelter near the
head of Hobbs Hollow embedded in the base of the east-facing limestone ridge in 1987. They
estimated the dimensions to be 34 m long, 5 m deep, and 4 m from the base to the ceiling. They
also characterized the deposits to be split into a moist and dry side (Klinger and Kandare 1987:
91). This is an exceptionally exciting attribute because dry conditions sometimes help preserve
wood, basketry, and other easily degradable material as exhibited by the Rice Site (23SN200)
(Bray 1956: 48). The two archaeologists identified both prehistoric and historic material,
including two high concentrations of flakes in the south and central portions of the overhang. In
the assemblage, they categorized almost all 61 lithic pieces recovered as waste flakes except for
one biface, one utilized flake, and one pitted stone (Klinger and Kandare 1987: 30). They also
described a collapsed wooden structure as likely hunting blind at the north end of the shelter.
Finally, they dug two test units that were culturally sterile; however, the artifacts that they
recovered were enough for them to state that this site, along with 23SN775 and 23SN776 in the
same area, to be “recommended for additional assessment to determine whether significant data
might be present at each” (Klinger and Kandare 1987: 91).
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Jack Ray from the Center for Archaeological Research was the Principal Investigator of
the Phase II excavation. This investigation was undertaken because an earlier company wanted to
purchase a 160-acre tract also owned by the Cassville district of the Mark Twain National Forest.
It was at this point in which the site formally received its name as Slow Drip Rock Shelter.
According to Dr. Ray, a fracture joint in the ceiling allowed water to slowly drip down on the
central portion of the shelter’s floor (personal communication). Ray wanted to evaluate the
prehistoric artifacts and not the historic presence as Klinger and Kandare (1987: 98-101)
prescribed. To accomplish this, three test units were put in place around 3-4 m apart to
systematically test the entirety of the shelter. The grid on which the units were placed does not
reflect magnetic north and is in fact estimated to be 40 degrees east of north. I will discuss the
finds recorded in these units and the four features within them, and they are illustrated in Figure
4.
The first unit was dug 20-30 cm below ground surface depending on the depth and
evenness of the bedrock underneath. It was placed directly in the center of the designated “living
space” (Ray 1992: 42). The archaeologist found midden deposits evident throughout the entire
unit except for a small portion in the southwest corner that contained residual soil. This unit also
contained three of the four features. The author concluded that the rest of the soil outside of the
features consisted of general midden fill, shelter soil, and mixing elements from the features, this
incorporated ashy and charcoal components. Artifacts were found in every level and included
259 flakes with one showing signs of use. In addition, he found four pieces of mammal longbone
fragments with a minute amount of burned hickory nutshell.
The second unit was placed 4 m grid south of the first test unit, and it hit bedrock at
various depths between 16-32 cm below ground surface. There were not any features in this unit.
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A level of sterile soil, measuring 4-5 cm deep, was found underneath the cultural deposits along
with another portion of sterility in the southwest corner believed to be from looting activities.
Almost all of the artifacts were recovered from the first three levels with nothing found beyond
24 cm below ground. The assemblage from this unit was more diverse because it contained 180
flakes, a biface, a utilized flake, two cores, and a projectile point fragment. The author identified
it to be a Lander Corner Notch based on the convex base and broad notches it exhibited (Ray
1992: 47). The faunal remains included four pieces of mammal bone fragments, five bird bone
fragments, one mussel shell fragment, and four possible gizzard stones due to their extreme
polish.
The third unit was directly 3.5 m grid north of unit one and it was the deepest unit
reaching bedrock from 23 cm to 49 cm below ground. This unit contained one feature,
designated as number four, which appears to be a circular hearth. The artifacts extended to
approximately 30 cm below with as much as 25 cm of sterile soil underneath, and it was
especially noted in the west half. Ray recovered 223 flakes along with a projectile point fragment
and a biface. He described the projectile point as Langtry Stemmed-like because of its
contracting stem qualities. The faunal remains included three mammal longbone fragments, a
raccoon mandible fragment, a bird bone fragment, and a few grams of wood and nut charcoal. In
addition, two potsherds were found; one was grit tempered with no exterior surface and the other
was shell tempered with a plain burnished surface (Ray 1992: 47). The shell tempered pot was
located near feature four and was believed to have a possible connection with it.
The first feature was located in the southwest corner of unit one. It was recognized for its
distinctly darker soil and greasy consistency throughout its structure. It measured to around 4 cm
below ground and mostly extended to the bedrock except for a portion that rested on residual fill.
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Figure 4.

Chipped Stone Tools From Phase II: A, Lander
Corner Notch; B, Langtry-like; C, Langtry
Contracting Stem; D, Drill Fragment; E, Scallorn;
F, Scallorn; G, Unidentifiable Arrow Point
Fragment. Reproduced from Ray (1992: 48)

There were three arrow point fragments in association along with a drill bit, a scraper, three
utilized flakes, and 261 pieces of flaking debitage. One Scallorn arrow point had been damaged,
and its edge had been reworked to imitate a scraper-like quality. A second appears to either be
another Scallorn or Reed-like, but because of damage, a definite identification could not be
made. From the last point, only the base remains, also skewing its origin. Other artifacts
recovered included two gizzard stones, an unworked piece of hematite, and six mammal bone
fragments. A float sample was taken and revealed 57 more mammal bone fragments, four bird
bone fragments, a gram of wood charcoal, and more than four grams of nut charcoal. Ray (1992:
16

50) concluded that this feature was likely a refuse pit or a dump area because of the large amount
of organics found, and it dates to the early Mississippian period because of the arrow points
found in its associated context.
Feature two was also found in unit one in the northwest quadrant. The author describes it
as having two components: the first one starts at 4 cm deep consisting of a 5 cm ash lens, and the
second is a 15 cm mixture of midden, ash, and charcoal smudges. The relationship between the
two aspects is unidentifiable. The top layer contained 26 flakes, three limestone slabs, a mammal
bone fragment, a rodent bone, six crayfish claw fragments, and a minute amount of wood
charcoal. The underlying layer contained 43 flakes and three mammal long bone fragments.
Flotation samples of this feature revealed a lot more organic material: 62 mammal bone
fragments, a deer tailbone, a rat mandible, two bird bones, and a small amount of both wood and
nut charcoal. The ash lens is indicative of an expended hearth while the second component is not
well defined and was not positively identified. Feature two likely dates to late prehistory because
of the deposit of ash on top of the lithic artifacts.
The third feature was also discovered in unit one at the southeast corner at approximately
13-15 cm below ground and terminated at the initiation of the bedrock underneath. The soil was
dark and organically composed similarly to the other three features. The lithic artifacts recovered
included 78 flakes and one projectile, later identified as a Langtry or Standlee Contracting Stem.
The fauna recovered consisted of 37 mammal bone fragments, one deer metatarsal, three bird
bone fragments, and several grams of wood, nut, and walnut charcoal. The author does not know
the function of this feature two but suggests it could be a refuse pit. The Langtry point’s
association could signify that this component is a Woodland phenomenon, which would mean
that feature three was culturally disturbed by feature one since they are adjacent. The deposits are
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relatively shallow and could easily be disturbed by cultural activities (both prehistoric and
modern) regardless of their nature. According to Ray (1992:53), another “possibility is that
Feature 3 is contemporaneous with Feature 1, and the Langtry point represents a Woodland point
found, curated, and discarded during Mississippian times.”
The last feature recorded in the Phase II report is found in unit three. This basin-shaped
entity is centralized and almost entirely contained within the unit at 13cm below ground. Feature
four was mostly comprised of a thick ash concoction except for a darker organic area found
along the bottom. On top, a piece of charred wood was recovered for the purposes of radiocarbon
dating; it receiving a date of 720 +/- 70 B.P. (1230 A.D.). The faunal remains were diverse
including 30 medium-large mammal bones, a deer antler tine, five small animal bone fragments,
18 rodent bones, 10 bird bones, pieces of unidentifiable eggshell, two turtle shell fragments, and
one fish bone. In addition, more than six grams of nut charcoal and a gram of wood charcoal
were found. Amongst the lithic assemblage, there were 50 flakes and one biface. This feature
was clearly a hearth. Evidence suggests that the inhabitants disposed of nutshells after they
processed them. Since the radiocarbon date was found just below the historic material, it is likely
that this was the last prehistoric occupation. The potsherd found in association was also evidence
of a late prehistoric inhabitation during the middle Mississippian period.
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CHAPTER 2
PHASE III INVESTIGATION

Slow Drip Rock Shelter (23SN777) is a small rock shelter that contains a minute amount
of historic artifacts, and more importantly, an assemblage of prehistoric remains mostly evident
through a plethora of chipped stone tools and flaking debris. In this section, I would like to
elaborate on the framework for extracting these deposits for the Phase III investigation by
discussing the implemented research design. In addition, I will illustrate the stratigraphy, explore
the nature of the cultural material, and describe the excavation techniques. The methodology for
excavation provides a medium in which to better orientate the site for the reader.

Research Design
There had been high hopes for this site in terms of what kind of information could be
extracted. In the Phase II report, Ray (1992: vi) states, “Site 23SN777 presents multiple
opportunities for local and regional research on Woodland and Mississippian problems.” This
positive reaction to the amount of material recovered from the site is merited. The assemblage
extracted from this site during the Phase II is from only three 1x1 units, which means that much
more information should be obtained in future excavations. When the site was dug in 1994, the
following questions guided the work (Hughes 1994: 6-7):
The research design for these investigations follows general archaeological
research objectives as well as attempts to answer questions about Ozark Highland
prehistory derived from prior investigations. Specifically, one goal was to refine Ozark
Highland chronologies….
A second goal of this research was to identify remains that would provide an
opportunity in infer subsistence activities on the part of shelter in habitants….
Another goal of the investigations at this shelter was to evaluate the relationship
between the cultural features present at the site and various cultural stages….
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An additional goal was to identify site function and determine the full range of
activities conducted at the site…
Finally, by analyzing all of the recovered material, it was expected to better define
the prehistoric settlement system in the Ozark Highlands.
The first objective presented deals with refining a local chronology. This could likely be
accomplished by taking radiocarbon dates from features and putting them into a chronological
context with various cultural diagnostics. The problem is that there were no features found
during the Phase III excavation. In addition, the stratigraphy does not present itself in a manner
conducive for distinguishable cultural markers. The second objective hinges on the necessity to
have a large and identifiable portion of bone fragments in context. The problem is that there were
more and larger samples of bone recovered during Phase II. There are animal bones and organic
material from Phase III excavation, but they are in extremely small numbers that do not allow for
the identification or for portion percentages. The third goal, revolving around cultural stages, is
also inhibited by the lack of features. The fourth idea is that site function is discernable from the
artifacts recovered from the site assemblage, but more behavioral phenomena can be recognized
in the Phase II. The final goal is also difficult to address because of similar problems inhibiting
other goals.
As stated before, all of these goals were perfectly acceptable at the onset of the
investigation, but they needed to be changed since they could not be completed. Almost all of
these objectives were hindered by the lack of a controllable stratigraphy and the lack of features.
For a more in depth discussion on the context of the artifacts at this site, refer to the section on
stratigraphy. The fact that features were so prevalent in the three original units likely means that
there were some between the time of the Phase II excavation and the Phase III excavation, but
were subsequently removed due to looting activities. Since there is a disparate collection from
the two digs, I will discuss new goals for this report.
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I will identify the differences between the Phase II and Phase III excavations and explore
the reasons why there were differences. As discussed earlier, the first examination projected a
positive result from the Phase III; however, it proved to have problems. There could be many
reasons for the disparity but they probably revolve around recent manmade activities that
occurred both before and after the Phase II. There has been evidence for modern disturbances
since the site was first recorded starting with Klinger and Kandare (1987: 91) who believed that a
small wooden structure that had collapsed adjacent to the project area was a small hunting blind.
Ray (1992: vi) continued this theme by noting “vandal activity” had been identified along the
back wall of the shelter. In the field notebooks from the Phase III and original report, much more
destructive looting practices observed. I will probe this issue for further disclosure.
I will then describe a chronology for this site in terms of time spans that inhabitants could
have occupied this area. This section will include broad time spans because no exact dating
method was possible for Phase III analysis. For this section, I will utilize both Missouri based
field guides along with regional guides to create the timeframe. In addition, I will describe how
each of these chronological units was represented through the presentation of artifacts
specifically assigned to local periods. The distributions of these artifacts will not be discussed,
but some of the pressing questions associated with the identification of certain points will be
addressed.
The third goal revolves around the use and availability of local cherts. Ray (1992: 59-65)
includes an in depth assessment of the local cherts, their availability, their usage for chipped
tools, and how they were heat-treated. This will illustrate how people used the resources,
especially considering the wide variety of available cherts in this area and the selectivity of the
Native inhabitants.
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The final goal will build upon the only plausible objective from the original research
design. It is possible to discern multiple activities that occurred at the site based on the recovered
artifacts. For this report, only behavior patterns recognizable from the Phase III investigation will
be investigated, excluding those that that can only be seen from the Phase II. This is necessary
because information cannot be extracted about what is not present. In the previous investigation,
this site was diagnosed as a temporary campsite where a variety of activities were conducted.
Despite several shortcomings, I want to confirm as many of those listed in the Phase II as
possible.
The research design section has drastically changed since its inception during the
prospective dig. It is not likely that the overall trends within a region differ much especially with
a similar environmental context, yet perhaps site functions and the range of behaviors might vary
depending on timeframe and people. These goals are designed to be productive in identifying the
behaviors and resources that inhabitants used and the timeframe that they occupied the site
despite the many differences between this excavation and the Phase II investigation.

Excavation Techniques
During the 1992 field exploration, the archaeologists dug three 1 meter x 1 meter test
units down to the bedrock, which ended at varying depths between 16 cm and 49 cm below
surface depending on the area excavated. This grid was established to coordinate the units into a
general northing direction. Originally, the 1994 crew wanted to use the predecessor’s datum
stake; however, it had been disturbed. They decided to establish a new datum along the north line
of test unit three from the previous dig, 20 cm off the northeast corner. Other than the
establishment of a new datum stake, there was no difference between the two grid systems.
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Magnetic north was still 40 degrees east and the east edge of units 1 and 3 served as the northsouth baseline. Before the excavation began, the crew also established a subdatum 25 m south of
the main datum for orientation in the southern portion of the shelter.
Before the 1x1 units were laid out for the Phase III excavation, ten post hole tests were
dug to expose and determine the distribution of cultural deposits. For the Phase III requirements,
seven 1x1 units were dug and given coordinate numbers according to the southwest corner of
each unit. The unit provenience markers were created using 5 cm arbitrary levels, which
corresponded with a log number to shorten the amount of writing kept on the artifacts
themselves. The back dirt was screened with 1/4 inch hardware cloth, but because of the high
clay content and amount of moisture in the soil, all excavated material was water-screened. Soil
samples were also taken from several units including 4.5S2W, 3.5S1W, 2S1W, and 8.5S2.5E.
The unit grid was established to develop more information about the features found in
Phase II excavation. Therefore, it was necessary to dig in close proximity to the original units,
especially units one and three since they contained features. From the original report (Hughes
1994: 8), the author states, “the stratigraphic units and features identified during the Phase II test
excavations were critical to providing information relative to the research objectives and
questions. Consequently, the current excavation units were placed in areas adjacent to the
features identified during the 1992 test excavations.” According to this process, units 0N1W,
2S1W, and 2S2W were dug adjacent to unit three, which was renamed to 1S1W according to the
surround grid coordinates. In the same manner, squares 3.5S1W, 4.5S0E, and 4.5S2W were
placed near unit one (renamed 4.5S1W). Finally, one more test pit was excavated (8.5S2.5E) in
front of the shelter dripline to evaluate the sediments and fill. Thus, a total of seven 1x1 units
was dug, and they are illustrated in Figure 5.
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TU2
2S2W
4.5S2W
3.5S1W

Colluvial Dome

TU- 1

2S1W

TU- 3

0N1W

4.5S0E

Drip Line

8.5S2.5E

Figure 5.

Layout of the Unit Placement from Both the Phase
II (TU Numbers) and Phase III (Longer Numbers)
Survey

It was clear that the focus was recovering features, and it is a good excavation strategy
because if more features were found, then it would have allowed much more information to be
gleaned. The previous research design was explicitly interconnected with the manner in which it
was carried out, and even though the outline was flawed because the of the lack features, it does
not discredit the manner in which it was carried out.

Stratigraphy
All of the units in this study contained some form of horizontal divisions to signify
breaks between strata. These squares were dug until the excavator encountered bedrock or
rockfall from the ceiling of the shelter, which fluctuated. In all cases, the unit was at least dug
down to level five terminating at 25cm below ground to its deepest at level seven 35cm below
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ground surface. The original report (Hughes 1994: 9) states, “In most instances, it was not
possible to discern if the closeout occurred on rockfall or at bedrock because the rock extended
beyond the limits of the excavation units.” The stratigraphic structure is described in this section
along with elements of integrity to confirm disturbances.
Of the undisturbed soil, there seems to be a homogenous stratigraphic sequence that
appears in all of the units adjacent to the Phase II units. Soil profiles for the individual units are
not available for this analysis, but horizontal profiles can be found in the level records.
Therefore, for this paper, I will utilize the information from the original report to understand the
stratigraphic outline. There were four strata described in the original report according to the
characteristics of the soil including the color (obtained from the Munsell soil chart) and its
consistency, usually presented with its depth. This stratigraphic analysis was produced (Hughes
1994: 10) which used the designation of BPGS for the measurements meaning below present
ground surface:

Stratum 1

5YR3/2 Dark Reddish Brown. This uppermost unit was highly variable in
thickness from 3 to 23cm BPGS. The stratum consisted of a forest silt loam,
which included highly organic leaf litter and angular stoney fragments.

Stratum 2

10YR3/2 Very Dark Grayish Brown to 10YR3/3 Dark Brown. This unit was 510cm thick from 3-25cm BPGS. The stratum consisted of a silt with occasional
limestone pebbles.
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Stratum 3

10YR3/2 Very Dark Grayish Brown to 10YR4/3 Dark Brown. The unit was 513cm thick from 7 to 32cm BPGS. The stratum consisted of a clayey silt.

Stratum 4

2.5YR4/6 Red. This lowermost unit was variable in thickness but was always in
immediate contact with the rockfall/bedrock. The stratum consisted of a compact
clay with very few inclusions.

This sequence is only applicable to the six squares excavated within the shelter;
8.5S2.5E, the unit outside, acquired a different series that had been apparently disturbed because
of its exposure to weathering and rodent burrowing. Hughes described this unit as only having
two distinguishable strata with much less integrity (Hughes 1994: 11):

Stratum 1

10YR3/2 Very Dark Grayish Brown. This uppermost unit was 5-18cm thick. The
stratum consisted of a highly organic clayey silt with many stoney inclusions.

Stratum 2

10YR3/3 Dark Brown. This unit was 7 to 30cm thick. The stratum consisted of a
highly organic silty clay with many angular stoney inclusions. The unit was
disturbed by rodent burrows.

These two stratigraphic profiles differed in terms of dimensions and consistency, but do
contain a few similar elements. For example, they both portray comparable color pallets
composed of mostly dark brown to dark grey brown, and organic composition seems to be a
ubiquitous inclusion. Noncultural angular gravel seems to be a common theme as well. The color
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spectrum does vary, however, in both the uppermost and lowermost stratum inside the cave. The
redness noticed in these two levels is due to the extremely high clay content. In the original
report, Hughes (1994: 10) says, “the lowermost stratigraphic unit within the shelter, a compact
red clay in contact with large rooffall or bedrock, may reflect the Altithermal or other climatic
event.” In any case, strata inside the shelter reflect the general outline that was given in the Phase
II report (Ray 1992: 45-46, 52). The two differences are that Ray’s (1992) report described the
lowermost level as “yellowish red oxidized clay” and that it is culturally sterile.
The Phase III crew encountered two types of disturbances: rodent tunneling and illicit
looting practices. Rodent activities can be destructive because they inadvertently move objects
around. At this particular site, they were reported in both the Phase II and Phase III. Ray (1992:
44) mentions a rodent burrow in unit three. The Phase III crew noted rodent tunneling in unit
2S1W 10 cm below ground to bedrock at 30 cm in the northeast corner, in 4.5S0E from level 5
to bedrock in the central portion, in 4.5S2.5E 5-15cm below ground in the southeast corner, and
in 8.5S2.5E as noted before. Projectile points were found in all of these units, and it is likely that
some were displaced from their original position in the stratigraphic context.
The more destructive force on structural integrity is looting. Looting on public lands is
illegal, but there is profit for those who commit these acts. This site in particular has experienced
various forms of manmade disturbances since its initial discovery. When the Phase II was
conducted, Ray (1992: vi) stated, “the shelter deposits are undisturbed except for limited vandal
activity along the back wall.” He reiterates this by saying, “associated with this disturbance was
a screened pile of soil located near the south end of the shelter, and two ½ inch mesh screens
found stashed under a low overhang on the opposite side of the hollow” (Ray 1992: 39). Other
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than this brief mention, the author downplays the impact of the looting behavior. He states that
the integral features, especially those of the Mississippian period, were intact (Ray 1992: 55).
There is evidence from the Phase III field notebooks that looting continued after the
Phase II excavation was conducted. When the crew for Phase III arrived to excavate, they
noticed that someone had been digging extensively along the back wall leaving deep holes and a
large backfill pile. They also found more mesh screens left behind by the looters. In addition,
they relocated the colluvial dome described in the Phase II and stated that this was likely caused
by looters (Hughes 1994: 11). The areas that had been destroyed from looting extended beyond
what was visible, leaving very little intact soil. This is the most likely scenario that accounts for
the complete removal of features from the units dug and may have helped to displace artifacts
from their original position.
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CHAPTER 3
ARTIFACTS

A diverse group of tools is in the assemblage found at the Slow Drip Rock Shelter. Most
of the material recovered could be categorized within a chipped stone tool-manufacturing
paradigm. This means that there were various forms of projectile points, bifaces, unifaces,
utilized flakes, spokeshaves, scrapers, gravers, chipping debris, gizzard stones, potlids, shatter,
and other lithic material. A majority of this section will be dedicated to the chipped stone objects.
The artifacts are divided according to morphological attributes defined by Andrefsky (2005).
According to Ray (2007), high-quality cherts can be found in close proximity to the site.
For this analysis, eight different projectile point guides were used including four general
books (Perino 1968, 1985; Justice and Kudlaty 2001; Justice 1995), three specific to Missouri
(Chapman 1975, 1980; O’Brien 1998), and a manual from Missouri’s southwestern regional
(Sandstrom and Ray 2004). The organization method for this project has been adapted from
several sources, which encompassed a variation in terminologies, e.g. “cluster” (Justice 1995)
and “-like” (Hughes 1994: Appendix A). While Alexander (1970) has been the driving outline
for the entire report, I only used it for its most basic of elements in this section. This method of
categorizing objects only works for small sites with shallow deposits; otherwise, the descriptions
of a large amount of individual artifacts would overburden the reader. In any case, this analysis
method is better than that used in the original report.
When the artifacts are examined, one will notice a serial number written in permanent
marker next to or in close proximity to the site number. The first number in each series is the log
number, which is the only useful number for the examination of these objects. The artifacts that
were not placed into a tool category, such as utilized flakes, ground stone, flakes, potlids, and
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various less important lithic objects received a log number only. This has been a helpful feature
because it allows the artifacts to be dumped out of their assigned level bags to be examined as an
entire assemblage. The log number corresponds with specific provenience information consisting
of the unit and level numbers the artifact was associated with, who recovered it, and the date it
was found. Even if the all of the provience information on paper was destroyed, the artifacts
could still be kept together in level order through the log number sequence. The second set of
numbers in the series is referred to as the “object code.” This signifies the categorical
identification associated to specific attributes identified by the author. The first of the two
numbers corresponds to the amount working and completion that is present; in this case, 111 are
projectile points, 112 are bifaces that are either broken or not completed, and 113 are unifaces.
The second number is a subcategory of each. The final number refers to the amount of artifacts
in each subcategory; each artifact is given a number and terminates when all of them have been
accounted for in this system.
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Projectile points
PROJECTILE POINTS OF 23SN777
RICE SIDE
NOTCHED
23.111.16.03
24.111.16.04
STANDLEE
(LANGTRY)
28.111.16.01
55.111.16.02

MORRIS-LIKE
9.111.14.01

SCALLORN
52.111.14.02

MATERIAL
LIGHT GREY CHERT
MEDIUM GREY
CHERT

MATERIAL
DARK GREY CHERT
BROWNISH GREY
CHERT

MATERIAL
MEDIUM GREY
CHERT

57.111.18.03

MATERIAL
DARK GREY CHERT
MEDIUM GREY
CHERT
MEDIUM GREY
CHERT
LIGHT MEDIUM
GREY CHERT

REED-LIKE
25.111.14.05

MATERIAL
DARK GREY CHERT

56.111.14.04
41.111.18.02

UNIDENTIFIED
TYPE ONE (CORNER
NOTCH)
53.111.14.03
UNIDENTIFIED
TYPE TWO
(UNIFACE)
26.111.14.06
4.111.18.01
50.112.07.03

Table 2.

MATERIAL
LIGHT MEDIUM
GREY CHERT

MATERIAL
MEDIUM GREY
CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT

LENGTH
(mm)
36.6

WIDTH
(mm)
25.6

THICKNESS
(mm)
6.2

WEIGHT
(grams)
7.5

45.7

26.1

7.0

11.5

LENGTH
(mm)
38.2

WIDTH
(mm)
34.5

THICKNESS
(mm)
7.6

WEIGHT
(grams)
9.0

46.8

27.6

6.9

8.7

LENGTH
(mm)

WIDTH
(mm)

THICKNESS
(mm)

WEIGHT
(grams)

16.6

10.6

4.2

0.6

LENGTH
(mm)
20.2

WIDTH
(mm)
11.2

THICKNESS
(mm)
4.2

WEIGHT
(grams)
0.6

23.4

8.6

3.3

0.7

22.3

10.7

4.5

0.8

18.6

13.5

3.7

0.6

LENGTH
(mm)
21.2

WIDTH
(mm)
12.6

THICKNESS
(mm)
2.6

WEIGHT
(grams)
0.2

LENGTH
(mm)

WIDTH
(mm)

THICKNESS
(mm)

WEIGHT
(grams)

17.9

LENGTH
(mm)
15.3
16.9
17.7

8.6

WIDTH
(mm)

2.2

THICKNESS
(mm)

10.3
13.3
9.8

Projectile Points Described in the Lithic
Assemblage. Attributes Include Material Used,
Length, Width, Thickness, and Weight
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2.9
2.8
3.2

0.1

WEIGHT
(grams)
0.8
0.3
0.6

A

Figure 6.

B

C

D

Woodland-Aged Projectile Points: A, Rice Side
Notched; B, Rice Side Notched; C, Standlee
Stemmed (Langtry); D, Standlee Stemmed
(Langtry)

Rice Side Notched
Two points from the assemblage fit under this heading for their morphological attributes.
The first spear point is number 24.111.16.04 (Figure 6: A). This point suffers from the same
breakage problem that the first point did in that it too is missing the distal end of the blade. It was
likely longer that its current dimensions, but without its tip, it is merely 4.5 cm in length. The
form is identical to the first point except the side notch is even shallower; it curves inward about
2 - 3 mm. The discrepancy is caused by one side being deeper than the other. In addition, one
notch resembles beveling qualities, causing that side and the blade edge to be unaligned. The
blade is likely an elongated triangle with a straight to slightly convex curvature. The expanding
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stem has a slightly concave base and is the widest measurement on the point. There is also
evidence for some basal thinning congruent with the first example. The point is poorly made
containing an inconsistent flaking pattern, which has created a midline ridge down the ventral
side from parallel flaking and depressions on the dorsal side from diagonal flaking. There are
streaks of the same light grey color like the second specimen, but the majority of the spear point
is a darker medium grey with specks of brown and darker grey. The discoloration may be due to
an exposure to flames. A brownish patina coats the outside edges of the blade with minimal
coverage on the actual body. The artifact was recovered from 0N1W in level 4 around 15-20 cm
below ground surface.
The second one in this category is number 23.111.16.03 (Figure 6: B). This sample
exhibits critical breakage the blade, and the tip is missing. The break is likely due to a powerful
impact. Traditionally, these points are much longer than their Mississippian counterparts are, but
since the haft is broken, its maximum length is 3.5 cm; a completed point may have been longer.
The blade is likely an elongated triangle with a straight to slightly convex curvature towards the
tip. The base contains two shallow side notches measuring 4 mm in depth. The shoulders are
weak with no barbs, and the widest point is found on the expanding base, which has a straight to
slightly concave alignment. Overall, the point is poorly made compared to the majority of the
points from this collection. This artifact is mostly light grey color with periodic spots of lighter
and darker of grey on the blade. The spots may be due to a heat treatment process. A dark grey
patina covers a small fraction of the base. The point was found in unit 3.5S1W in level 4 around
15-20 cm below ground surface.
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Langtry or Standlee Stemmed
This is a group of identified stemmed points date to the middle Woodland period. The
first stemmed artifact of this group is number 55.111.16.02 (Figure 6: C). This example is
plagued by the same problems in manufacturing that the other point in this group did. Very little
of the desired shape of the blade is formed almost resembling a preform. The blade was probably
destined to be triangular yet it looks more like an ovoid instead. There is evidence that the blade
was being beveled to create a sharp edge along the top. The stem, however, seems completed
with evenly contracting stem edges. The base is even across the bottom exhibiting hints of basal
grinding or thinning. The specimen also seems to have been manufactured in a hasty fashion
resulting in poor quality. This point is made of a high-quality dark grey chert with darker greys
and yellowish hues found on the edges. The yellows and greys may be evidence for heat
treatment along with pronounced railing and luster on the body. This artifact was retrieved from
unit 4.5S0E in level 3 around 10-15cm below ground surface.
The second is number 28.111.16.01 (Figure 6: D). This specimen seems to be intact;
however, the point does not seem to be complete. One side appears to have a much broader
shoulder and a gentle angle at which the stem contracts causing the blade edge to be shorter. The
other side displays a miniscule shoulder with a steep angle and much longer blade edge. As
mentioned, the stem is contracting, the base is straight, and there is evidence that suggests basal
grinding or thinning occurred. The blade is triangular, and it displays signs of crushing along
both haft edges. Overall, the point seems to have been hastily constructed because of its poor
craftsmanship and the minimal number of flake scars. The color is a homogenous medium
brownish grey with a few bands of darker brown and darker grey on the body. The color
variation may be due to some sort of heat treatment process. A miniscule amount of patina is
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visible on some of the bodily crevices. This specimen was found in unit 3.5S1W in level 5
around 20-25cm below ground.

A

B

C

H

D

I

E

F

G

J

Figure 7.

Mississippian-Aged Projectile Points: A, MorrisLike; B-E, Scallorn; F, Reed-Like; G,
Unidentifiable Type 1; H-J, Unidentifiable Type 2

Morris-like
The only specimen identified to be in this category is number 9.111.14.01 (Figure 7: A).
Unfortunately, there is some breakage on both the blade and base; the tip is completely broken
off along with one of the barbs. This makes the tool difficult to identify in terms of typology. The
blade appears to be triangular exhibiting slight serrations on the sides. The base has two
congruent side notches on the edges along with a single basal U-shaped notch on the bottom side
oriented downwards. The bottom notch is much wider than the side notches on the adjacent
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edges. The stem contains the widest measurement on the point because of its expanding quality.
The artifact is comprised of a high quality, medium grey chert. It also exhibits some elements of
heat treatment because through the color variation. The intact side is slightly darker in grey color
while the other side has more of a bleached and glossy reflection. The specimen was retrieved
from unit 3.5S1W in level 2 around 5-10 cm below ground surface.
The difficulty in identifying this piece is the loss of half the base. In addition, the three
main sources for Missouri assemblages, Sandstrom and Ray (2004), Chapman (1980), and
O’Brien (1998), do not include this classification for the southwestern Missouri area. However,
Justice (1995: 238), Justice and Kudlaty (2001: 44), and Perino (1985: 260) all state that this
point has been found or could be in this region according to their distribution maps. Justice
(1995: 240) is the only source that sites a Missouri reference stating Morris points have been
found there. This source, Bray (1956), is in reference to a rock shelter found in the same county
as Slow Drip. Outside of this reference, Justice and Kudlaty (2001) state that this form occurs in
rare frequency outside of eastern Oklahoma.
This point could be a Cahokia point rather than a Morris. Cahokia points have the same
triangular blade shape and exhibit comparatively wide side notches, but the main difference
between the Morris style point and the Cahokia is the U-shaped basal notch pattern. No other
point of this size has quite a prominent feature other than the Morris for this area. In addition,
this artifact does not contain serrations on the stem like a Cahokia (Sandstrom and Ray 2004:
31). However, the point appears to be retouched multiple times, and it has suffered severe
damage, making it difficult to assess its original shape. The broken haft also hinders a positive
identification.
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Scallorn
In this category, there are four total objects validated as Scallorn, these include objects
52.111.14.02, 25.111.14.04, 41.111.18.02, and 57.111.18.03. This type of arrow point is
extremely common to southwestern Missouri, and it contains many variations in formation,
especially in the blade and portions of the base. O’Brien and Wood (1998: 235) describes
Scallorn to be “one of the most widespread point types ever described, with specimens occurring
from western Texas east into all of the Mississippi Valley and northward into Kansas, Missouri,
eastern Iowa, and most of Illinois.” The specimens in this group do contain variation. The
structures of these artifacts fall under the Scallorn “cluster” as defined by Justice (1995: 220).
The first artifact identified as Scallorn is number 25.111.14.04 (Figure 7: B). This is
probably the most broken specimen that is truly identified, but the Scallorn type is found so often
throughout this region and has a range of qualifying attributes this specimen can be categorized
as such. There is approximately 20-40 percent of the original artifact missing from the blade
edges and the tip. The tip was likely broken from a strong impact because of the rounded scare
found at the apex. The missing side may have been broken along an existing plane when the
point was being retouched because there is a small indentation located just above the corner
notch of the base followed by a single break along an uneven plane. A shovel or any other
excavating tool could not have produced the break because a patina was present along the break
prior to excavation. Although a large or portion of the blade is missing, it appears to be triangular
in shape, and the weak shoulders were probably the widest point on the tool; the remaining
shoulder is slightly wider than the expanding base. This is a key attribute in identifying a
Scallorn point (Sandstrom and Ray 2004: 25). In addition, it is corner-notched with a slightly
convex, expanding base. The artifact is made from a high-quality medium to dark gray chert with
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a lighter color of grey banded at the base. The artifact may have been heat treated, but it is
difficult assess because lacquer covers the majority of the blade on both sides. However, the
differentiation of greys, evidence of railing, and a glossy luster makes it a probability. It was
found in unit 3.5S1W in level 3 about 10-15 cm below ground surface.
The second identifiable arrow point in the Scallorn category is number 57.111.18.03
(Figure 7: C). This point looks slightly different from the other three points; this is due to its
color, completed barbs on the shoulders, and deep troughs in the serrations on the edge of the
blade. The variation is normal and acceptable according to the Missouri centric sources on lithic
tools. It also shares the ubiquitous commonality of severe damage by this group. The tip is
completely missing and approximately half of one edge on the blade is not present. The blade is
triangular with deep serrations running along both edges ranging from 1-3mm in depth. This
corner-notched point has an expanding stem with a straight base. The base appears to have a
channel running down the ventral side in a miniature fluting fashion, which would indicate basal
thinning. The point contains actual barbed shoulders instead of weak shoulders, and in general, it
seems to be a better made artifact than the other cruder Scallorn forms. The color is light grey
with hints of brown on the body and tan and lighter brown on the edges. The color variation may
be due to heat treatment. Also, a patina, similar to that affecting other points, seems to be slightly
darker on this point. This specimen was found in unit 3.5S1W in level 4 around 15-20 cm below
ground surface.
The third identifiable Scallorn point in this group is number 41.111.18.02 (Figure 7: D).
This is another example of an arrow point being retouched until it broke. Thus, the blade tip is
missing. The retouch has effectively removed an entire edge from the blade, translating into a
deformation of one of the corner-notches. In addition, the neck seems to be elongated more than
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a normal Scallorn point; this is probably due to usage and reworking to the blade. This specimen
is corner-notched with a mostly straight to slightly concave expanding stem. The blade is
triangular with straight edges, and the widest measurement can be found on the weak shoulders.
All of these attributes coincide with a Scallorn identification (Justice and Kudlaty 2001: 44;
Perino 1985: 344; Sandstrom and Ray 2004: 25). This artifact is made from a high-quality
medium grey chert with a large spot of dark gray on the blade. Heat treatment cannot be
determined because of the lacquer, whiteout, and thick patina encompassing a majority of the
blade. This specimen was retrieved from unit 2S2W in level 4 around 15-20cm below ground
surface.
The final specimen categorized as Scallorn is 52.111.14.02 (Figure 7: E). This artifact is
very difficult to examine because of the amount of retouching to its original form. The tip has
been broken off, and the base conveys a bulbous form with possible breakage on one side. It is
likely that the original base was expanding on the bottom, but the curvature of the base is
unidentifiable. The blade is an elongated triangle with small serrations all the way down the
sides. The rounded base makes the identification of the notch style difficult because it looks like
a side notch on one edge and a corner notch on the other. The widest measurement is at the
shoulders. The point is comprised of a medium gray, high quality chert similar to the first
analyzed specimen. Heat treatment is undetectable, but it cannot be fully assessed because
lacquer and whiteout on both sides of the artifact cover 50% of the stem. There is also a tough
patina in sporadic spots in the crevices of some flake scars. This specimen was found in unit
0N1W in level 3, which is 10-15 cm below ground surface.
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Reed-Like
The only point in this category is number 25.111.14.05 (Figure 7: F). This particular
object does not have any visible breakage, but there is clear evidence that retouching has left this
point too weak to be useful. If this point sustained any impact stress on the shoulders, then it
would likely break. This point exhibits deep side notches that seem overly embellished compared
to the rest of the symmetry in the blade. Traditionally, Reed points contain notches on the bottom
one-fourth (Chapman 1980: 311); however, the retouching has caused the notches to be higher
than its prescribed location. The blade is triangular in nature with a little bit of serration found on
a small portion halfway up one side. Chapman (1980: 311) also states that serration is rarely, but
can be, an attribute of Reed points. The blade’s triangular edges are also convex stylistically. The
expanding stem is mostly straight on the bottom edge with a slightly convex curvature, and this
is widest measurement on the projectile point. It is made of the darker, high-quality chert that
most of the other arrow points are made of in this assemblage. It has clearly been heat treated
because of the red color changes found at the edges of the base and haft along with a glossy
appearance found on all parts of the tool. This specimen was found in unit 0N1W in level 4,
which is 15-20 cm below ground surface.

Unidentifiable Type 1 - Corner-Notched
The object analyzed is this category is number 53.111.14.03 (Figure 7: G). This specimen
is broken horizontally across the base leaving the tip completely intact. This small arrow point
has very pronounced serrations on opposing sides along the blade. The point maybe side-notched
and likely contained an expanding stem; however, this is difficult to confirm due to the missing
basal fragment. None of the base is present in this point but the bottom serrations are easily
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deceiving. Despite its small size and missing base, it is an extremely well made point with a haft
that is elongated and triangular in shape. The chert is lighter grey with periodic darker grey spots
as well as banding elements on the broken basal side. In addition, there is possible evidence for
heat treatment. There appears to be a black and brown color change on the broken base at the
edge as if this point were directly in fire. This may have caused the breakage. This piece also has
a tough patina found along the cracks in the serrations portions. It was recovered from unit
4.5S2W in level 4 about 25-30 cm below ground level.
There are too many unknowns to give this item a true identification. Its form however
suggests a Mississippian age because of its arrow point qualities, which range in age from 800
A.D. to 1300 A.D. or later.

Unidentifiable Type 2 - Unifaces
The first artifact in this category is number 25.111.14.06 (Figure 7: H). This is a very
small point that appears to have a uniface body. Bifacial flaking may be recorded inconsistently
on both sides, especially on the intact edge, but the body appears to have come from a single
flake as if it was hastily constructed to be an expedient tool (Andrefsky 2005). The point’s blade
is triangular with an expanding base, corner-notches (even though they are sloppily constructed),
and the widest measurement is on the shoulders. Most of the blade is broken including an entire
side, the tip, and half of the other side. The base’s distinguishable attributes are equally difficult
to identify. The general shape of this specimen is uneven and unbalanced, which is consistent
with the expediently-made theory. It does exhibit some Scallorn elements, but it would most
appropriately be labeled as an unidentifiable point. Its form suggests a Mississippian
construction, but it was found in the same level as older points. This artifact was recovered from
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unit 4.5S0E in level 5 around 20-25 cm below ground surface. It is made of a medium grey, high
quality chert. It may have been subjected to a heat treatment process as evidenced by a bleached
grey element covering three-fourths of the arrow point and a spotty black area on the base.
The second artifact of this category is number 4.111.18.01 (Figure 7: I). This too is an
example of a flake turned into a projectile point. It resembles the same hasty construction style as
the first point in that one side is completely unifacial with little evidence of the blade being
worked at all. The base appears to have been completely finished while its blade appears to still
be in the preform stage. The point has sustained some damage; it appears as if it broke along a
plane during construction. This point does resemble a Scallorn preform in style because of its
corner-notched expanding stem, wide yet triangular blade, and its commonality to southwestern
Missouri (Sandstrom and Ray 2004: 25). However, the hasty construction and breakage take
away from a definitive identification. The construction style has also left the body uneven and
unbalanced. It would be best to label it as an unidentifiable arrow point. It was recovered from
unit 2S1W in level 1 around 0-5 cm below ground surface. It is probably contemporaneous with
other small arrow points from this site. It is constructed from a high-quality medium to dark grey
chert. Also, a thick patina is covering parts of the blade.
The last artifact of this category is number 50.112.07.03 (Figure 7: J). There is a minimal
amount of bifacial flaking on either face with a single flake scar on the ventral medial face
running vertically, and there is a complete lack on the dorsal face. A medial transverse fracture is
evident that likely occurred during manufacture, which may have been why this artifact was
discarded. The blade is roughly triangular with convex edges and crudely created edges while the
base edge appears to be slightly convex to straight. The notching was crudely constructed
because one side exhibits a side notch while the other side is corner notched. Amongst all the
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types Sandstrom and Ray (2004) describe in their guide, Scallorn is the only point that could be
constructed as a uniface; therefore, this artifact is could be a variation of the Scallorn style as
evidenced by its basic attributes except the notching anomalies. However, even though the base
is expanding, its length is wider than the weak shoulders. It has a similar grey, high quality chert
makeup, but it is difficult to ascertain whether there is evidence for heat treatment. This
specimen was found in unit 2S1W at level 2 around 5-10 cm below ground surface.

Other Bifacially Chipped Stone Artifacts
OTHER BIFACES FROM 23SN777
COMPLETE OVOIDS
36.112.07.02
65.112.07.04

BIFACE FRAGMENTS
3.112.05.01
43.112.05.02
65.112.08.01
4.112.21.01
54.112.07.01
9.112.21.02
35
51.112.05.03

Table 3.

MATERIAL
DARK GREY
CHERT
MEDIUM/DARK
GREY CHERT

MATERIAL
DARK GREY
CHERT
PINK/BROWN
CHERT
DARK GREY
CHERT
PINKISH GREY
CHERT
MEDIUM GREY
CHERT
LIGHT GREY
CHERT
LIGHT GREY
CHERT
DARK GRAY
CHERT

LENGTH
(mm)

WIDTH
(mm)

THICKNESS
(mm)

WEIGHT
(grams)

33.5

21.9

7.5

4.1

41.6

33.4

13.2

19.1

LENGTH
(mm)

WIDTH
(mm)

THICKNESS
(mm)

WEIGHT
(grams)

8.8

10.9

3.0

0.1

21.1

13.0

3.9

1.5

17.7

21.8

3.9

1.7

26.5

22.4

6.0

4.3

35.5

28.5

6.5

7.3

12.0

20.3

6.5

2.3

28.0

12.0

9.0

3.1

14.6

14.8

4.0

0.9

Incomplete Bifacial Tools From Slow Drip Rock
Shelter. Attributes Include Material Used, Length,
Width, Thickness, and Weight
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Bifaces – Complete Ovoids
For the purposes of this report, I will use Andrefsky’s definition of biface for the
attributes of this categorization. He states that a biface is “a tool that has two surfaces (faces) that
meet to form a single edge that circumscribes the tool. Both faces usually contain flake scars that
travel at least half-way across the face” (Andrefsky 2005: 253). The examples in this group differ
from other bifaces in the sense that they are not recognizable as projectile points, yet they do not
exemplify clear breakage. Though the two specimens are made from the same type of chert and
exhibit similar characteristics, they differ in weight and morphology; thus, they were likely made
for differing purposes.

A

E

Figure 8.

B

F

C

D

G

H

Other Bifacial Tools: A, Complete Ovoid; B,
Complete Ovoid; C-H, Fragmented Bifaces
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The first specimen of this category is number 65.112.07.04 (Figure 8: A). This artifact is
much thicker without any breaks in the elliptical design or bifacial manufacturing style that
completely encompasses all sides of the object. The body itself has much larger cross-sectional
flakes that span its width. On the ventral surface, there is a thick nodule, which would likely
prevent a smooth knapping surface. The artisan tried unsuccessfully to remove it as evidenced by
flakes taken from all sides of the protuberance. Based upon the amount of effort and the phase of
production in which termination occurred, this would best be described as a preform. Most
preforms are engineered to be cutting tools, drills, or scrapers (Andrefsky 2005: 77). During the
construction process, the manufacturer probably could not remove the flawed area, subsequently,
discarding the piece. This artifact is made of a medium grey chert with bands of darker grey and
splotches of yellow especially on the nodule. There is evidence of heat treatment from the
railing, glossy luster, and bleached color. Also, a small amount of patina is present. This artifact
was recovered from 2S1W in level five around 20-25 cm below ground level.
The second example of this type is number 36.112.07.02 (Figure 8: B). Obviously, the
oval shaping stands out as its most prominent feature yet at least two corners are visible. The
distal end contains a squared section that resembles a base of a projectile point. In addition, the
overall quality of construction is very detailed like that of a projectile point. The edge is
completely bifacially flaked and retouched with a slight hint of serrations, which is an irregular
attribute for its overall morphology. The cross-section is biconvex, and it is relatively thin with
one thick nodule that probably plagued its manufacturing process. It is made of dark grey, high
quality chert with one edge containing a lighter grey color. There is a glossy overtone with
railing visible; this may indicate some sort of heat treatment process. This artifact was retrieved
from unit 8.5S2.5E in level five around 20-25 cm below ground surface.
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Fragmented Bifaces
This group represents fragments destined to become usable tools; however, something
caused them to brake in mid-process. Preform would be the best description for most of the
objects discussed here. Their quality of workmanship widely ranged from crudely manufactured
to finely crafted. The color of most is grey, but some are pink to pinkish gray, and off-white. A
majority of the completed tools from this assemblage have been constructed from the grey
material. There are eight total specimens in this group.
The first specimen of this category is number 3.112.05.01 (Figure 8: C). This minuscule
fragment was likely going to be an arrow point. However, the base has a rounded edge that
would be inefficient as a tip of a projectile point or scraping edge. The specimen’s cross-section
conveys a plano-convex profile along with convex lateral margins. A transverse medial fracture
is the culprit for its minute size. The small fragment was constructed with extreme quality with
evidence of bifacially manufactured edges minus the transverse breakage. This fragment is
constructed from a dark brownish-grey chert. This artifact underwent heat treatment as
evidenced by the discoloration: one side is lighter gray while the other side is a burnt brownishgray color. In addition, at least one potlid was ejected when it was heated. This fragment was
recovered from unit 0N1W in level one around 0-5 cm below ground surface.
The second artifact of this group is number 43.112.05.02 (Figure 8: D). The overall shape
is triangular with one convex edge and one concave edge, which is an odd characteristic. The
distal end is rounded rather than pointed, rendering it useless as a projectile point. There is
evidence of bifacial retouching along the edges. The fragment is broken in medially across the
midsection. The quality of craftsmanship is poor. This specimen is constructed from a pinkish to
dark red, high-quality chert. The difference in colors, the high gloss appearance, and railing
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indicates heat treatment. There is a thick patina found on the fractures, edges, and proximal end.
This artifact was found in unit 2S2W in level 4 around 25-30 cm below ground level.
The third specimen is 65.112.08.01 (Figure 8: E). This artifact is a midsection of a
bifacial tool, probably a projectile point. This is the only midsection in the assemblage with two
medially transverse fractures severing its tip and base. The two edges are convex creating the
shape of a semi-triangle. There is evidence of transverse flaking where the edges are much
thinner than the medial ridge. This maybe from the distal end of the point. The artifact is made of
a dark grey chert with bands of lighter brownish grey to medium brown throughout the color
mosaic. The color differentiation, the glossy luster and extensive railing may indicate heat
treatment. This artifact was recovered from unit 2S1W in level five around 20-25 cm below
ground level.
The fourth specimen is number 4.112.21.01 (Figure 8: F). This biface appears to lack the
quality of artisanship of a projectile point. The general shape is square, which could indicate a
partially constructed base similar to a preform fragment. Two of the four edges have completed
bifacial flaking, one other edge exhibits moderate bifacial manufacture with either damage or
material flaws, and the last side is clearly a medially transverse fracture. The side with partial
bifacial retouching could also be evidence of tapering in preform phase construction. In addition,
the distal surface displays elongated flake scars that stretch from one side to the other. The last
two observations suggest that this was destined to be a projectile point, but a transverse fracture
caused it to be discarded before completion. The biface is made of a pinkish grey chert with
sporadic lighter browns found on both sides. Also, a patina is encrusted on the plane of the
breakage and on the tapered crevices. This artifact was recovered from unit 2S1W in level 1
around 0-5 cm below ground surface.
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The fifth example of this category is number 54.112.07.01 (Figure 8: G). This object
resembles a preform fragment or a crudely constructed projectile point. It does not match a
specific point style, but it has attributes similar to a Waubesa point. Its stem is contracts at
approximately 45 degrees terminating with a rounded edge, and the shoulders are rather weak
compared to a traditional Waubesa point (Sandstrom and Wood 2004: 62). Its blade exhibits a
medially transverse fracture preventing identification. The blade edges seem to be straight with a
slight hint of convexity. The quality of construction suggests a preform rather than a projectile
point. Most of the base conveys large percussion flakes rather than smaller pressure flakes. The
dorsal face has a midline ridge running down its spine with few bifacial flakes removed from the
edges, almost like a uniface. In addition, the straightness of the blade edges seems anomalous
compared to the traditional triangle shape of the Waubesa. Wood and O’Brien (1998: 173-174)
also indicate the vast amount of confusion that arises when archaeologists try to place a specific
identification on contracting stemmed points. This high-quality chert is a medium gray. The
dorsal face illuminates with a glossy luster and railing is highly distinguishable as evidence of
heat treatment. This artifact was found in unit 4.5S2W in level four around 25-30 cm below
ground level.
The sixth fragment from this group is number 9.112.21.02 (Figure 8: H). This fragment is
the base of a projectile point. The object is squared and had three bifacially worked sides with a
medially transverse fracture across the distal portion. It resembles a contracting stem point
similar to others described from this assemblage. There is evidence of basal grinding and
beveling on the three bifacially retouched edges, and the proximal edge is slightly convex. An
odd anomaly is the thickness of the portion containing the breakage. The neck is extremely thick
compared to the rest of the points, which may indicate a different type of projectile point. Even
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though notches and shoulders are not present, one possibility is a Smith point because of its
thickness and relatively crude construction (Sandstrom and Ray 2004: 16). This artifact is
multicolored ranging from white to various shades of grey and brown; thus, the chert has likely
been subjected to a heat treatment process. It was found in unit 3.5S1W in level two around 5-10
cm below ground level.
The seventh artifact has a catalog number with a provenience log only. Its width is
relatively small compared to the length especially when contrasted with other artifacts in this
category. Its proximal end displays clear damage across the cross-section. The overall shape
resembles an elongated oval with straight to slightly convex edges and a rounded tip. The ventral
face is flat yet the dorsal surface exhibits a medial ridge, forming a triangular cross-section.
There are two worked edges: one has been unifacially worked, and the other has a bifacial edge.
The unifacial edge is worked on the dorsal face only while the other face is worked on both
edges. The general form resembles a drill preform. The chert is covered with a light grey color
with visibly blackened areas, maybe from heat treatment. It was recovered from unit 0N1W in
level six around 25-30 cm below ground level.
The final fragment listed in the catalog is number 51.112.05.03. Unfortunately, this
artifact is missing from the collection.

Unifaces
23SN777 UNIFACES
UNIFACES - CONCAVE
FEATURE/SPOKESHAVE
4.113.01.01
7.113.01.02
8.113.01.03

MATERIAL
DARK PINK CHERT
BROWN/ LIGHT
GREY CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
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LENGTH
(mm)
27.0

WIDTH
(mm)
11.0

THICKNESS
(mm)
5.0

WEIGHT
(grams)
2.1

46.0
22.0

30.0
19.0

10.0
4.0

15.3
2.3

23SN777 UNIFACES (continued)
20.113.01.04
15.0
16.0
17.0
28.0
35.0
44.0
48.1
48.2
63.0
69.0
UNIFACES - POINTED
FEATURE/GRAVERS
2.113.03.01
4.113.03.02
16.113.03.03
38.113.03.05
62.113.03.06
9.0
16.0
18-21.1
18-21.2
28.0
66.0
UNIFACES STRAIGHTEDGE
FEATURE/SIDE
SCRAPERS
22.113.03.04
33.113.07.01
63.113.06.03
4.113.08.01
3.0
4.0
12.1
12.2
12.3
18-21.1
18-21.12

LIGHT BROWN
CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
RED/LIGHT GREY
CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
OLIVE CHERT

MATERIAL
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT BROWN
CHERT
DARK BROWN
CHERT
MEDIUM GREY
CHERT
PINK CHERT
PINK/BROWN
CHERT
OFF WHITE CHERT
BROWN CHERT
OLIVE CHERT
MEDIUM GREY
CHERT

MATERIAL
OLIVE CHERT
OLIVE CHERT
MEDIUM GREY
CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
LIGHT BROWN
CHERT
LIGHT BROWN
CHERT
BROWN CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
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33.0
30.0

25.0
15.0

5.0
2.0

4.7
1.8

31.0
26.0
20.0
22.0
21.0
51.0
38.0
50.0
24.0

11.0
17.0
20.0
14.0
18.0
35.0
23.0
30.0
14.0

4.0
3.0
5.0
5.0
1.0
4.0
2.0
3.0
3.0

1.6
0.8
2.5
2.3
0.8
12.1
4.1
4.7
1.3

LENGTH
(mm)
25.0
15.0

WIDTH
(mm)
20.0
12.0

THICKNESS
(mm)
7.0
3.0

WEIGHT
(grams)
3.6
0.5

31.0

10.0

6.0

4.2

23.0

17.0

5.0

1.8

25.0
30.0

20.0
27.0

3.0
3.0

1.6
3.1

32.0
37.0
28.0
28.0

27.0
20.0
17.0
12.0

6.0
7.0
6.0
2.0

5.6
9.4
2.9
0.8

24.0

14.0

5.0

1.7

LENGTH
(mm)
38.0
43.0

WIDTH
(mm)
20.0
21.0

THICKNESS
(mm)
6.0
8.0

WEIGHT
(grams)
8.7
11.6

32.0
37.0

12.0
13.0

3.0
4.0

2.0
2.9

38.0

30.0

10.0

13.4

35.0
34.0
17.0
50.0
35.0
35.0

14.0
16.0
12.0
23.0
25.0
15.0

5.0
3.0
4.0
6.0
9.0
5.0

4.2
3.2
1.8
13.7
9.5
3.1

23SN777 UNIFACES (continued)
18-21.3
22.0
35.0
39.0
45.0
63.1
63.2
THUMBNAIL/OVOID
SCRAPERS
19.113.04.02
4.113.05.01
4.113.06.02
2.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
6.1
6.2
8.0
12.0
15.0
16.1
16.2
17.1
17.2
17.3
18-21.1
18-21.2
20.1
20.2
27.0
28.0
33.0
35.0

PINK/LIGHT BROWN
CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY/RED
CHERT
YELLOW CHERT
LIGHT GREY/PINK
CHERT
OLIVE/RED CHERT
MEDIUM GREY
CHERT

39.0
48.0

31.0
33.0

15.0
15.0

10.4
19.2

44.0
54.0

27.0
27.0

10.0
7.0

11.3
13.2

29.0
31.0

15.0
11.0

5.0
3.0

2.4
1.5

47.0

16.0

7.0

8.8

LENGTH
(mm)

MATERIAL
DARK BROWN
CHERT
OFF WHITE CHERT
WHITE CHERT
WHITE CHERT
MEDIUM GREY
CHERT
LIGHT BROWN
CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
WHITE CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT BROWN
CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
WHITE CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
BROWN/LIGHT
GREY CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT BROWN
CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
WHITE CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY/RED
CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
YELLOW CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
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WIDTH
(mm)

THICKNESS
(mm)

WEIGHT
(grams)

43.0
32.0
29.0
29.0

29.0
25.0
20.0
19.0

5.0
3.0
5.0
4.0

7.9
5.8
4.7
4.0

35.0

27.0

6.0

8.1

29.0
40.0
25.0
22.0
48.0

20.0
30.0
17.0
17.0
27.0

2.0
8.0
5.0
4.0
14.0

1.3
9.9
2.9
3.4
22.7

28.0
38.0
25.0
35.0
27.0
41.0

18.0
27.0
15.0
34.0
13.0
21.0

7.0
6.0
4.0
7.0
2.0
8.0

4.6
7.6
2.1
10.0
1.4
8.5

34.0
21.0
34.0
41.0
39.0

31.0
19.0
23.0
33.0
30.0

6.0
3.0
6.0
10.0
6.0

6.1
1.3
7.7
9.8
10.0

35.0
39.0
23.0
33.0
30.0

30.0
30.0
22.0
17.0
13.0

8.0
5.0
3.0
6.0
6.0

10.0
5.4
2.4
5.9
3.5

46.0
45.0
29.0
29.0

39.0
45.0
27.0
18.0

5.0
15.0
3.0
3.0

11.5
21.9
3.4
1.8

23SN777 UNIFACES (continued)
36.1
36.2

PURPLE CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
ORANGE/LIGHT
GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT
GREY/BROWN
CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
DARK GREY CHERT
ORANGE/LIGHT
GREY CHERT
PINK CHERT
BROWN/PURPLE
CHERT
PINK CHERT

37.1
37.2

45.0
63.1
63.2
63.3
69.0
70.1
70.2
CONVEX SIDE
SCRAPERS
3.0
8.0
27.0
37.0
39.1
39.2
47.0
59.0

Table 4.

MATERIAL
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT BROWN
CHERT
ORANGE CHERT
OFF WHITE CHERT
ORANGE CHERT
OLIVE CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT
LIGHT GREY CHERT

26.0
42.0

19.0
24.0

4.0
7.0

3.8
6.6

36.0
36.0

23.0
31.0

3.0
7.0

3.2
10.1

50.0
48.0
40.0

37.0
30.0
37.0

6.0
5.0
14.0

10.4
8.5
22.0

30.0
25.0

18.0
15.0

3.0
4.0

2.5
2.7

27.0
30.0

25.0
19.0

6.0
6.0

5.0
3.5

LENGTH
(mm)
53.0

WIDTH
(mm)
30.0

THICKNESS
(mm)
10.0

WEIGHT
(grams)
20.6

73.0
39.0
45.0
45.0
49.0
76.0
58.0

55.0
20.0
25.0
28.0
20.0
31.0
22.0

25.0
6.0
5.0
14.0
7.0
6.0
8.0

91.1
6.8
8.7
13.1
8.3
19.8
14.9

Unifaces from 23SN777. Attributes Include
Material Used, Length, Width, Thickness, and
Weight

This category contains specimens that are only worked on one face as compared to
bifacial tools which have two worked faces (Wichita State University Department of
Anthropology 2006). A uniface can be created on any already created edge, which can be either
manmade or naturally made as evidenced from this group. There are many more examples from
this group than there are bifacial tools. I will not describe the artifacts individually; they will be
expressed as a group with a table that summarizes them. The six subcategories include unifaces
with concave features/possible spokeshaves, pointed features/ possible gravers, straight edge
features/side scrapers, thumbnail/ovoidal scrapers scrapers, convex side scrapers, and general
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utilized flakes. This typology reflects a singular purpose per artifact, but in reality, there maybe
multiple functions for many of these artifacts.

Figure 9.

Unifacial Objects with a Concave Feature and
Could Possibly Be Spokeshaves

Unifaces with a Concave Feature/Spokeshaves
Artifacts in this group are utilized flakes (Figure 9). Ten examples have been identified
that fit the criteria for this category. The morphological makeup in this group ranges from
elongated rectangles with straight edges to circular, but most contain protruding nodules and
breaks in the evenness of the design. All contain at least one U-shaped notch feature that can be
found anywhere along the edge. The notch can be continuous, or it can contain multiple flake
scars that line the feature giving it a tooth-like appearance. Its appearance can be obvious,
spanning the entirety of a straight edge, to obscure because of its slight indentation. The largest
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concave feature is 2 cm across, which is one continuous arch-like structure with an identical
feature on the opposing edge. At least three specimens contain features less than 1cm across. The
unifaces with smaller notches are not necessarily smaller in total surface area. Within this
category, the concavity from each structure falls between 1 and 2 cm. The depth also ranges from
1 mm to 5 mm. No correlation between the depth and the width was observed. Most of the
artifacts were additionally used as some sort of scraper, which was discovered through wear
patterns on the edges near the concave feature. They are all made of chert with colors of medium
dark grey, pink, off-white, olive green, light grey, and light red-orange. Some exhibit evidence of
heat treatment in the form of color differentiation, railing, and a gloss-like appearance. Remnants
of the original core were still visible on some specimens indicating that they were a primary or a
secondary flake at one point. Patina is also visible. The proveniences include units 2S1W,
4.5S0E, 2S2W, 3.5S1W, and 4.5S2W in levels one through six ranging from 0-30cm below
ground surface.
The concavity feature could be indicative of a spokeshave. A spokeshave is defined as an
artifact that is usually unifacial and somewhat rare containing a lunate notch used for scraping
arrow shafts into the desired shape with the least amount of wind resistance (Yeager 2000: 104).
Lunate notches have the shape of a crescent. All of the specimens display this type of notch as
previously described. Depending on the angle of the notch, the amount of surface used during the
process of smoothing would be different. For example, if the shaft fit perfectly into the lunate
concavity, then there would be constant use of the whole notch. However, if the notches were
shallow, then the feature would likely be used more in one area, or it would have to be constantly
rotated to maintain consistency. Yeager’s (2000: 105) examples resemble the examples found in
this report. Since multiple arrow points have been found, it is not surprising that a tool usually
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found in association with them is found here. Finally, as Andrefsky (2005: 208) states, there have
been few studies associated with the function of spokeshaves; therefore, there is not a lot of
information known about the tools’ full range of use.

Figure 10.

Unifacial Specimens That Contain a Pointed
Feature and Could Possibly be Gravers

Unifaces with a Pointed Feature/Gravers
The 11 examples in this uniface category are different from others because they contain a
pointed protuberance (Figure 10). These specimens are worked flakes, and breakage is visible on
at least two specimens. Their general shape ranges from oval to triangular; some have elongated
edges that are convex, tapering to a point. The smallest example is only a centimeter in length
with a 4mm long protuberance while the longest body is 3cm with a centimeter long shaft. Most
have a body length of 1 cm to 2 cm with a 1 cm to 1.5 cm long pointed feature. They are all
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made of chert with colors of pink to pinkish-red, light grey, olive green, off-white, and rose. An
important observation is the lack of the medium grey color in other artifact categories found in
this assemblage. Heat treatment is exhibited on some from color differentiation, railing, and
gloss found on the artifacts from this category. Some of the original flakes were either primary or
secondary as evidenced by the presence of the core still intact. These artifacts were found in post
hole #2, 5S1W, 2S1W, 3.5S1W, 4.5S0E, 8.5S2.5E, and 4.5S2W in all levels except four ranging
from 0cm -15cm and from 20cm-35cm below ground surface.
According to the Artifacts of Kansas website
(http://www.ksartifacts.info/ksartifacts2.htm), a graver is “a tool with a relatively narrow
working point, usually unifacially worked, used for engraving lines on some sort of hard
substance.” These artifacts are, thus, indicative of gravers. Yeager (2000: 101) also points out
that they may have been used for scoring or cutting. Gravers resemble burins in their general
outline and function; the difference seems to be the workmanship. Manufacturers created burins
much more carefully than they did gravers as evidenced by the Stauffer-Allison collection in
which both specimens were displayed on the Kansas Artifact website. Because of their
crudeness, Yeager (2000: 79) states that they can easily be overlooked; this could be the case
even in this assemblage.

Unifaces with a Straight Edge Feature/Side Scrapers
This is the first category involving side scrapers and some end scrapers amongst the
unifacially-constructed artifacts (Figure 11). All 18 of these specimens are scrapers, but the
distinguishing element is the straight or nearly straight edges. Three of the items have only one
worked straight edge and they are amongst the smallest with an average length of 3 cm. Eight
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members have two utilized edges, which are predominately the long edges, but one specimen has
a side edge and an end edge used. The sizes in this group range from 2 cm to 5 cm.

Figure 11.

Unifacial Specimens That Have Straight Edge
Features and Are Side Scrapers/End Scrapers

The last seven members have three of four sides worked. The utilized edges include both long
edges and at least one end edge. The sizes in this group range from 3.5 cm to 5 cm. Breakage
planes are evident on some of the artifacts, which may increase the amount of used edges. Most
of the examples have a medial ridge that traverses the dorsal surface. There is a divergence in the
length of the flake scars in the worked area, which can be as little as 1 mm to .5 cm. There are
several unique examples that have fossils in the body of the tool, yet this does not affect their
usefulness. The colors include medium dark grey, light grey, olive green, yellowish off-white,
reddish light brown, orange, and rose. Some were heat treated. The group’s locations include
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0N1W, 2S1W, 0N1W, 8.5W2.5E, 4.5S0E in all the levels except level five from 0cm-20cm and
25-35cm below ground surface.
As mentioned before, all of these artifacts have at least one scraping edge as indicated by
the use wear on the sides and ends. Yeager (2000: 84) explains that an artifact can be considered
both a side and an end scraper, especially if there is use wear evident. The only difference these
two types of tools is the sides that are utilized. The function is probably similar between the two
types. Depending upon how someone holds the artifact, the force or angle of scraping could
affect the outcome. Both types of scrapers can be formed from bifaces as well; in this case, all of
the end and side scrapers are unifacially constructed, which is congruent with hastily made
objects in this collection. It is difficult to assess exactly what they were scraping because there
are few samples of bone and shell remains available from this site. One possibility is that they
could be shaping arrow shafts because some of the larger scraper notches are lunate notched and
almost equivalent in size with some of the identified spokeshaves. Once again, Andrefsky (2005:
202) states that this item has rarely been researched.

Thumbnail Scrapers/Ovoid Scrapers
This category is comprised of 41 specimens divided into two smaller sub-groupings that
can be addressed under one overall identity. The first is thumbnail scrapers, which contain the
smaller artifacts (Figure 12). They are miniature versions of their larger counterparts. The two
groups may have been engineered to have the same function, which would mean that the stylistic
division is relatively arbitrary. However, for this case, there is a distinct difference in size. The
general outline of the thumbnail scrapers is either an elongated ovoid or completely circular.
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Figure 12.

Circular Scrapers: Top Specimens Are Thumbnail
Scrapers; Bottom Objects are Larger Ovoid
Scrapers
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However, some have a triangular platform that comes to a point rather than a complete circle.
Each exhibits a beveled working edge. They look similar to and are the size of thumbnails. The
smallest specimen is 2 cm at its widest point and the largest is almost 4 cm at its widest
measurement. The remaining pieces fall between these in size.
The group of larger pieces resembles the first group almost exactly (Figure 12). They are
mostly ovoidal with a few exceptions and contain the same beveled/worked edge pattern. The
edges are beveled to a varying degree depending on the body’s thickness. As for this group, the
smallest is just over 4 cm at its widest point and the largest is well over 5 cm across. More force
can be applied to these scrapers because more fingers can be placed on the body surface opposite
the side used by the thumb.
The attributes of both subcategories include provenience, color, and heat treatment
activities. The color assortment varies including medium to dark grey, light grey, light orange,
light brown, off-white to yellow, and pink. Some have been heat treated as indicated by color
change, railing, and a glossy complexion. These artifacts can be found in posthole 2 in 5S1W,
another post hole in 3N0E, and units 0N1W, 2S1W, 3.5S1W, 4.5S0E, 8.5S2.5E, and 2S2W in all
levels except number seven; they can therefore be found from 0 cm to 30 cm below ground
surface.

Convex Side Scrapers
This group is similar in morphology and function as the other side scraper categories with
a few minor distinctions (Figure ?). The scraper edge actually resembles the ovoidal examples
because they have convex rounded blades. This group is also much wider and broader. The
smallest is 4 cm at its widest point and the largest is about 7 cm at its widest. The opposing edges
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Figure 13.

Convex Unifacial Scrapers

of the scraper edge are triangular. There are a total of eight of these artifacts. This group, like
many of the others, probably had alternate uses as evidenced by characteristics such as a sharp
pointed edge similar to a graver or a lunate notch like a spokeshave. Another difference between
this group and the other side scrapers is the single scraping edge. All of the scrapers can be found
in various units and levels within the site with various frequencies.
They also share common attributes with other scrapers from this assemblage in that they
have similar color arrangements, heat treatment characteristics, proveniences, and some contain
fossils and patina. The colors found on these chert pieces are light grey, light orange to tan, and
dark orange. Some have been subjected to a heat treatment process as evident through the color
changes, railing of flake scars, and glossy luster. These specimens can be found in units 0N1W,
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4.5S0E, and 2S2W in all levels from 0 cm to 35 cm below ground level. At least one specimen
contains a fossil on the body, and patina, as noted before, is present among various items in this
category.

General Utilized Flakes
This taxon encompasses the remaining unifaces that have clear evidence of usage, and it
also acts as a catchall category for unclassifiable utilized flakes. There is a total of 120 objects
presented here. The only criterion for these artifacts is that the object must exhibit wear. Many
resemble shapes of other uniface categories yet variation from the basic premise of the groups
disallows them from being counted in them. Most of the objects are complete flakes, but some
are fragments; in addition, some of the flakes are so crudely made that they resemble pieces of
shatter. The quality of artisanship ranges from simple, makeshift objects to intentionally highquality specimens with secondary retouching destined to be a tool. Even though a range exists, it
is evident that a majority of these pieces were hastily made. Most, if not all, were used in some
sort of scraping motion. Shapes presented from the utilized flakes are ovals, rectangles, triangles,
and variations of these shapes. The biggest specimen is about 8 cm at its maximum length and
weighs around 72 grams, and the smallest object is 2 cm at is maximum length weighing at half a
gram. The maximum lengths and weights of the rest of the objects fall within these parameters.
About half of the artifacts exhibit a medium grey pallet while the rest of the artifacts are various
other shades of pink, orange, off-white, brown, and olive. There is evidence for heat treatment on
some of the artifacts in the form of glossy polish, railing, potlid scars, and color differentiation.
These objects can be found in all units at various levels.
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Other Lithic Artifacts
This section describes the remaining objects made of stone that have been manipulated
by human activities. These groups include flakes, flakes with fossils, expedient stone tools,
potlids, shatter, and gizzard stones. From the rest of the categories, heat treatment has been a
common theme throughout this report. The clearest evidence in this assemblage for this process
comes from the potlid category. When chert is in direct contact with fire, it causes small circular
pieces to eject leaving impressions in whatever object was heated; these are known as potlids.
The colors of this group, which include grey, pink, red, orange, and purple, help determine what
other objects have been subjected to heat treatment processes. For example, there are at least 18
flakes that exhibit one color on the dorsal side and a different one of the ventral side due to
exposure to fire.
Flakes are the most common artifact present at Slow Drip Rock Shelter, which are
present in all units, postholes, and levels from this site. For this analysis, flakes were separated
into various color groups to help determine the type of chert used. Medium-dark grey chert,
determined to be Reed Spring chert (confirmation by Dr. Jack Ray), was the most common
material; this chert was common throughout the assemblage (Table 4). Other shades of greys
were also noteworthy along with oranges, reds, pinks, purples, blue-grey, olive, off-whites to
yellow, and browns. These groups reflect various kinds of cherts in addition to color variations
created naturally and through heat treatment processes. There was also a small group of flakes
that contained fossils within their bodies. These artifacts were likely made from an
undifferentiated Osagean chert because this characteristic is common from this type of chert
along with their light color pallet (Ray 2007: 213-214). Whenever flakes are removed from a
core, often shatter (blocky, highly angular chunks of debitage) is also a result.
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MATERIAL USED FOR FLAKES AT 23SN777
GROUP NUMBER

COLOR

COUNT

TYPE

1

812

REED SPRINGS CHERT

2

MEDIUM-DARK
GREY
ORANGE

203

3

LIGHT GREY

165

UNDIFFERENTIATED
OSAGEAN CHERT?
REED SPRINGS CHERT

4

127

REED SPRINGS CHERT

84

6

VERY LIGHT
GREY
OFF WHITEYELLOW
LIGHT PURPLE

7

OLIVE

63

8

PINK

51

9

RED

46

10

DARK PURPLE

36

11

BLUE GREY

18

REED SPRINGS
CHERT?
UNDIFFERENTIATED
OSAGEAN CHERT
REED SPRINGS
CHERT?
UNDIFFERENTIATED
OSAGEAN CHERT
UNDIFFERENTIATED
OSAGEAN CHERT
UNDIFFERENTIATED
OSAGEAN CHERT
REED SPRINGS CHERT

12

TWO TONE

18

MIXED

5

Table 5.
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Flakes Divided Into Likely Material Groupings.
Referenced from Ray (2007)

From this site, there are many naturally occurring stony nodules, especially from the rock
shelter itself. One of the groups of tools identified looks like someone picked up chunky rocks
with a natural edge and began using it. This group, deemed as the expedient tool group for their
natural forming characteristics, exhibits numerous angled worked edges. The usage pattern
suggest that they were used as scraping tools like those described earlier. Another artifact type
that has little to do with human construction yet is clear evidence of manmade disturbances is
gizzard stones. These are stones that birds have in their system for digestion; subsequently, these
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ordinary stones (sometimes flakes) become extremely smooth, circular, and glossy. They are
usually present at a site when birds have been hunted, leaving these stones behind. Since burned
bird bone was discovered in both the Phase II and Phase III, these artifacts are likely evidence of
bird hunting.

Ground Stone
There is only one artifact listed in this category; however, it exhibits a minimal amount of
use. It does not have any visible breakages, but it does have a small hole that may be due to its
weak, crumbly composition or some other environmental factors. The shape of the object is
similar to an elongated oval, and because of its porous nature, there is mud caked in many of the
apertures exhibited on the body. On the ventral side, there is a minimal amount of wear evident.
The object is made of a reddish limestone, which can be found in different areas near the site;
however, this is the only limestone piece clearly used. The material’s texture is rough feeling, yet
the worn area is much smoother compared to the general consistency. Also, this particular
surface is whiter in color than the darker red found on the majority of the body. Upon closer
inspection, there is also a small groove at the edge of the described worn area. It measures to be
about 3 cm in length, but it is faint and difficult to identify. Finally, there is one other worn area
on the dorsal side that is approximately 1/4 the size of the surface area of the ventral side’s worn
area, which contains similar characteristics as its larger counterpart. This artifact was found in
unit 4.5S0E in level 5 around 20-25 cm below ground level.
In addition, it was originally labeled as an abrader. An abrader is a tool used to smooth
arrow shafts. The worn groove is evidence that this could be one of the artifact’s functions.
Shafts were likely rubbed across the ventral surface cross sectionally creating a rift in its
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continuity as prescribed for abraders (Wichita State University Department of Anthropology
2006). The attribute could reflect a shaft-smoothing element, which was clearly used as
evidenced by the multiple arrow points in this assemblage.
There is another possibility for the ground areas, and an alternate function for this
artifact; it could be mano. A mano is a piece of sandstone or limestone used by one or two hands
to crush food or other materials into a powder, which would result in a ground surface (Wichita
State University Department of Anthropology 2006). Seeds were reported in several units at this
site, but there were no seeds recovered from this unit. However, nutshells were discovered in this
unit in levels two through four, six and seven making level five and one the only levels without
it, but stratigraphy does not really matter in this situation because of the scrabbled components
due to looting. The groove can simply be explained as a starting point for crushing nutshell or
seeds repeatedly until they were small enough to cause a consistent rubbing appearance. The
problem is that there is no grinding platform, and abraders do not need a backdrop. In the end,
there is not strong enough evidence for either concept; therefore, the only definite information
about this artifact is that it was minimally used causing a small groove and smooth area to form
on both surfaces.

Organics
Organic material was recovered along with lithic artifacts. The archaeologists in charge
of the Phase III excavation attempted to extract as many organics as possible but were unable to
because of the minuscule portions. Extensive looting had worsened the situation. Ultimately, the
archaeologists from this investigation decided to forego any in depth report on the zoological
remains. This means that no analysis on the organics will be presented in this report other than
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the broad basics. Most bones were less than a half-inch and charcoal pieces weighed less than a
gram. This may be due to looters pushing this material through half-inch mesh screens. Ray
(1992), in his report, portrayed the material to be somewhat small, indicated by his descriptions
of the species hunted. Most could not be identified past broad categories such as fish, small/large
mammals, bird, etc. The organic material easily recognized during the Phase III includes shell,
bone, seedpods, and both wood and nut charcoal. Most of the remains had been burned, which
was indicated by the blackened qualities on the seeds and shell along with charcoal, and the bone
displayed a blue hue. They are found throughout the site at various levels.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DISCUSSIONS

Disparity Between Phase II and Phase III
This site showed a lot of promise in answering specific regional questions concerning the
Ozark Highlands. In Ray’s (1992) Phase II report, he said that there had not been any manmade
disturbances when the site was originally recorded in 1985 and when Klinger and Kandare
(1987) initially explored it. Ray (1992: vi) was so sure of the site’s potential, he stated,
“23SN777 is assessed as potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. It is
recommended that any action that might jeopardize the integrity of the site be prohibited or
avoided.” The Phase III crew also expressed a positive outlook based on the previous report, and
they implemented a research plan that specifically targeted questions to answer some of the
common problems that regional archaeologists were trying to answer for the Ozark Highlands.
However, after they conducted the excavation, they were disappointed by the results. This
section will explore the differences between these two reports.
Throughout this report, the most obvious reason for the disqualification of this site has
been discussed. The Phase II analysis discovered three separate features in test unit 1, which
turned out to be two refuse pits and a hearth-like structure (Figure 14). Ray (1992) stated that one
of the refuse pits of middle Mississippian age intruded on the feature of late Woodland age. He
then argued that this was because the deposits of the rock shelter were so shallow that it was
bound to happen if multiple occupations interacted with similar behavioral activities in close
proximity. In test unit three, another (Feature 4) was found, which turned out to be another
hearth (Figure 14). When the Phase III crew created their research design, they specifically dug
units around the units that
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Figure 14.

Features Discovered During Phase II Excavation in
Units 1 and Unit 3. Reproduced from Ray (1992:
49, 55).

produced features with minimal coverage beyond this area. No more features were identified
from the Phase III.
During the Phase III investigation, problems with the integrity of the stratigraphy and
artifact assemblage were encountered causing many of the goals to remain unfulfilled. The
disappointing aspect of this situation is that the goals are in line with the prospects produced
from the Phase II. The difference is that the artifact collections from the Phase II investigation
and that from the Phase III excavation are different. Some of the lithics identified from this site
were found in levels that were not consistent with their age. If the stratigraphy were intact, then
artifacts of contemporaneous age would have been concentrated and contained in one or two
adjacent levels, but they were mixed with other projectile points from older time periods. Four
Woodland-aged points were found in levels three, four and five from 10 cm to 25 cm below
ground with younger Scallorn points mixed into the same strata, yet there is a time gap between
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these styles not reflected in the stratigraphy. From this observation, it can be stated that there is
very little integrity remaining if any at this site, meaning that any information obtained from
stratigraphic profiling is rendered unusable for this analysis.
It is true that rock shelters in the Ozarks tend to have much fewer stratified layers because
the soil buildup is much slower within this context as compared to other open-air types of sites.
Therefore, if any disturbances occur in this context, it could irreversibly destroy the stratigraphy.
As mentioned in the stratigraphy section, the integrity of this site was seriously compromised as
evidenced by the recovery of Woodland points in the same context as arrow points from much
later in time. Looting was noticed along the back wall before the Phase II was begun, but it was
somewhat downplayed because intact features were found along with much less mixture
witnessed later. The looting greatly increased between the two digs. The Phase III crew found
mesh screens lying near a pile of backdirt from people other than archaeologists. These people
were probably looking for pots, but it is highly unlikely they found any intact. The looting
completely destroyed the stratigraphy and is likely the culprit for the displacement of any
remaining features.
This had serious repercussions for the context of the Phase III artifacts. After
chronological units had been established through identified forms of projectile points, other
artifacts that had originally been associated could no longer be connected to their group.
Evidence of features does appear through characteristics of the assemblage; for instance, there is
charcoal from both wood and nut sources that were blackened, a majority of the bone collected
has a blue color as a result of direct contact with fire, and some artifacts have been heat treated.
All of these examples indicate that a fire from a hearth was in close vicinity, but since there were
no features and no intact stratigraphy, it was pointless to obtain a date from the Phase III
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collection. Ray’s report includes a radiocarbon of 1230 A.D. from feature 4 (1992: 54). Ray
(1992) also reported two storage pits in this locality, which means that there may have originally
been more. The inhabitants of the shelter were certainly processing a large amount of food, and
in turn, would need a method to store it. This was an activity that was ultimately unseen during
the Phase III work.
There was also a discrepancy in the artifacts collected. Many of the same basic lithic
materials were recovered including projectile points, general bifaces, unifaces, flakes, gizzard
stones, and various faunal remains. The one distinct category only found in the Phase II but not
in the Phase III is pottery. Not only was pottery found in Ray’s (1992: 58) report, but two groups
were discovered that differed in timeframes. Sherds from the Woodland period were represented
by grit-tempering while sherds of shell-temper represented the Mississippian period. In Phase III,
not a single piece of pottery was found. There was only a slight difference in the lithic
assemblage. The first expedition found a Lander point, which corresponds with the Woodland
timeframe. In addition, Ray found a drill, which lead him to believe that drilling was an activity
occurring at this site. While the 1994 dig did not find these objects, the crew did find two Rice
Side Notch points along with a Morris-like and a Reed-like arrow point.
My analysis of this site takes on a much different outlook than originally proposed. There
had been hope for this site to contain information regarding the occupations from the Woodland
period in relationship to those of later times, but as clearly established from this summary, this
was not a viable research design. Since there are not any features or clear stratigraphy, I cannot
recommend this to be eligible for the National register. The only interesting aspect of the Phase
III assemblage is the differences in point identification. This could hold interesting information
in regards to how Woodland people and Mississippian inhabitants interacted with rock shelters in
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this area, but it is necessary to find undisturbed sites in the Ozark Highlands to full assess their
relationships. Another avenue for future research is intrasite comparisons between the
assemblages of regional rock shelters similar to the mini exploration by Ray (1992: 9-12) in his
table 1, also listed here in appendix A.

Chronology
From the artifacts recovered, there is clear representation of at least two cultural groups
that have utilized this site. Evidence suggests that people occupied the site sometime during the
middle to late Woodland and the early to middle Mississippian periods respectively. The most
useful diagnostic information to ascertain the number of occupants and date ranges is derived
from the projectile points described earlier. This chronology is tentative because there were no
radiocarbon dates from Phase III, and one from feature 4 in the Phase II report, corresponds with
the middle Mississippian period (1230 A.D.). All information presented here is based on types
found in sites in the region that have been extensively studied.
The first cultural group represented here is a band from the middle to late Woodland
period. These deposits are in the form of two Standlee (Langtry) points and two Rice Side
Notched points; in addition, the Phase II author reported two other Standlee points, a Lander
point, and a grit-tempered potsherd (Ray 1992: 58). Since one of these points was found in close
proximity to a feature, Ray (1992: 53) believes this feature (3), which is a refuse pit, corresponds
with the Woodland period. It is however difficult to determine which other artifacts are in
association with this period. The Woodland lithic assemblage collected from this dig slightly
more extensive than that of the Phase II, but the information extractable from pottery usage has
been lost.
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The type “Rice Side Notch” is very common in throughout Missouri, especially in Stone
county where Bray (1956) first described this style in the Rice Shelter. The specimens described
in this report were both missing their distal ends truncating their blades. However, the total
length can measure be as much as 8cm (Chapman 1980: 311) to 10 cm (O’Brien and Wood
1998: 234). This point has taken on many names, but the timeframe in which these artifacts are
used has not changed much. Traditionally, Rice Side Notch points are assigned to the middle and
late Woodland period. They may have been used in later times as well because they have been
found in association with Scallorn points (Sandstrom and Ray 2004: 33). Actual dates may range
from around 1 A.D. to 1000 A.D.
The timeframe for Langtry points varies considerably, but we do know that the middle to
late Woodland period is clearly represented through this style, which is often confused with other
similar types such as Table Rock, Dickson and Gary points. Chapman (1975: 187) describes the
Table Rock assortment to be “a variety of other forms including Langtry….” However, in his
second book, he states that Langtry has a vast time range from the late Archaic through the
Woodland and possibly terminates in the early Mississippian period Chapman (1980: 310). That
is an enormous expanse of time spanning several millennia (Chapman 1975: 231). He also
describes Langtry to be the same as the Standlee variety, and he identifies the Dickson point to
be contemporaneous with the Gary point type, which also has a long existence from the late
Archaic through the Woodland tradition (Chapman 1980: 308-309). The defining type site of the
Standlee point is the Standlee Shelter, which O’Brien and Wood (1998: 110) mention, yet they
prefer the term Gary to Standlee, which they believe to be “a catchall category” that contains a
narrower timeframe during all parts of the Woodland period. They then give Dickson a shorter
time of existence from 500 B.C. - 100 B.C. (O’Brien and Wood 1998: 174). The ranges of these
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different styles coincide with Sandstrom and Ray’s (2004: 58) projection of Standlee with dates
of 250 B.C. and 70 A.D. placing these points firmly in the middle Woodland period.
The most solid chronological unit is the Mississippian occupation; this period is
undoubtedly represented. The radiocarbon date clearly contributes to the solidarity along with a
number of arrow points from this period. Ray (1992) ascribes three out of the four features to the
early to middle Mississippian period either because they contained arrow points, had a shelltempered potsherd in the vicinity, or were in stratigraphic association with that stratum. In this
excavation, there are at least 10 arrow points that include Scallorn, Reed, possibly a Morris, and
two unidentifiable specimens. Of the points available for analysis, Scallorn was the most
common point and helped determine age for this chronological unit.
There is a lot of variation that can occur on the Scallorn points, which may cause
confusion when they are analyzed (Perino 1985). Chapman (1980: 312) describes eight other
names used to describe this type of point including Sequoyah and late Woodland points.
Previously, artifacts 52.111.14.02 and 25.111.14.04 (the first and second specimens) were
identified as Sequoyah-like for their small serrations lining the haft; however, in Missouri
archaeology, this characteristic seems to be understood as a variation of Scallorn according to
O’Brien (1998: 235) and Chapman (1980: 312). Sandstrom and Ray (2004: 25) agree with this
notion by saying, “we consider Sequoyah points to be a serrated variety of Scallorn points.” In
addition, the dates for both forms are congruent. Scallorn is believed to have been utilized
sometime after 600 A.D. (O’Brien 1998) and 1350 A.D. (Sandstrom and Ray 2004), and
Sequoyah has dates of 1000 A.D. through 1350 A.D. (Justice 1995; Justice and Kudlaty 2001;
Perino 1985). Therefore, for the purpose of this study, any specimen with Scallorn characteristics
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was referred to as such. The dates on Scallorn points from other sites reflect an obscure
beginning during the late Woodland with a termination in the middle Mississippian period.
A single Reed point and a Morris-like point were found, which helped confirm the
Mississippian occupation. In all of the Missouri artifact guides, Reed points have little variation
and are found throughout Missouri (Sandstrom and Ray 1992; Chapman 1980; O’Brien 1998).
Sandstrom and Ray (1992: 32) believe that Reed points are not as common as Scallorn points in
southwest Missouri but do occur throughout the region with an age range from 800 A.D. to
1250A.D. O’Brien (1998: 236) places Reed points under the Cahokia cluster points as a variation
on this style placing its age at 900 A.D. to around 1300A.D. Morris points are also placed in this
timeframe around 900 A.D. to 1300A.D. (Justice and Kudlaty 2001: 44). According to these
dates, all of the small arrow points come from the relatively same time (late Woodland into the
middle Mississippian).
According to Chapman’s (1980) and O’Brien and Wood’s (1998) books on Missouri
prehistory, Mississippian and Woodland deposits are the most commonly encountered cultural
deposits in rock shelters in the southwestern portion of Missouri. The Slow Drip site’s
assemblage falls in line with this chronological phenomena. Sites in the vicinity are also
congruent with this observation and contain similar assemblages. Ray (1992: 58) believes that
the Phase II assemblage is extremely similar to two other rock shelters reported in Chapman et
al. (1960) and Chapman, Maxwell, and Kozlovich (1951). They excavated sites 23SN70 and
23SN75 respectively. In these sites, they found a couple of Langtry and Lander points along with
shell-tempered potsherds. This encompasses both Mississippian and Woodland influences, but
they do not speak to the relationship between them.
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Material Usage
The Phase II report included a section that reflected the availability, location, and usage
of certain materials found in the area. Ray’s (1992: 59-65) description was extremely detailed
covering all of these aspects in-depth. This portion of the discussion will be simplified to provide
a basic description and analysis of the materials used for tool construction. Ray (1992) found that
there were two basic elements used for manufacture, which includes Reed Spring chert (85
percent of the collection) and undifferentiated Osagean chert (15 percent). He also indicates that
the drill found in feature one was made from Jefferson City chert, and in addition, one flake was
constructed from Pierson chert. The spread is quite significant; therefore, I would like to explore
this collection to see if is comparable in nature with these findings.
Reed Spring chert can be subdivided into many categories reflecting a variation of
characteristics, but for his Phase II report, Ray (1992) refers to the lower Reed Spring chert
variety to be the candidate in his collection. The colors of this type consist of light to dark greys,
bluish greys, black, brown, yellow brown, and brown greys (Ray 2007: 175). The texture is
usually fine grained and glass-like producing exceptional conchoidal fractures. Ray’s (1992: 61)
opinion of this material is summed up when he said, “pound for pound, it is considered the
highest quality chert in southern Missouri.” Reed Spring chert is common in Hobbs Hollow and
can be seen in large amounts midway up the ridge slopes. Ray (1992: 65) estimated that 70
percent of the Reed Spring chert was extracted from residual deposits in the ridge slopes while
only 30 percent was gathered from cobbles in Hobbs Hollow Creek. In addition, he projected
that 15 percent of the Reeds Spring chert examined was heat treated.
The other chert, undifferentiated Osagean chert, Ray considered to be a supplement to the
high quality Reed Spring chert (Ray 1992: 64). Elsey, Burlington, and the lighter varieties of
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Pierson and Reed Spring Chert comprise this type (Ray 2007: 213). All of these types have
similar textures, colors, fossil composition, and internal makeup making them impossible to
separate. This material capped off the surrounding ridge tops. It is also much more abundant in
this area on the ridges and in stream gavels (Ray 1992: 64). The Phase II report adequately
demonstrated that 50 percent was equally extracted from each locality. In addition, a higher
percentage (22) of these artifacts was heat treated than the Reeds Spring chert.
Ray (1992: 64) analyzed over 1,100 lithic artifacts for this section, which is about 600
less than the total amount from the Phase III assemblage. The numbers presented in that report
should therefore be confirmed in this one. Lithics from the Phase III can be divided into a few
general colors including shades of grey ranging from light to dark, olive, brown to brownish
grey, off-white to yellowish, purple, pink, blue grey, red, and mixtures in between. About 50
percent of the artifacts recovered are medium dark grey. After consulting with Dr. Jack Ray,
these artifacts were determined to be made of Reed Spring Chert, and the lighter color artifacts
were diagnosed as undifferentiated Osagean chert. Several other colors described are also
variations of Reed Springs, comprising about 30 percent more, and undifferentiated Osagean
Chert. While minor departures from these two groups cannot be addressed here, the overall
pattern from the Phase II is replicated here because Reed Spring chert was being used
approximately 80 percent of the time, and undifferentiated Osagean chert acting as a supplement
material. One difficulty with this type of material is assessing how much heat treatment has
occurred. Reed Spring treatment can be tricky to determine because no changes can be observed
in the material even after the treatment has terminated (Ray 2007: 178).
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Site Functions
From an overall perspective, Slow Drip Rock Shelter was probably a temporary campsite.
The living space is minimal with a low overhang in which only a nuclear family or perhaps a
small extended family would comfortably fit. Ray (1992: 59) confirms this observation in his site
interpretation. He continues by saying that this site was only seasonally occupied during the
summer, fall, and possibly winter (Ray 1992: 59). He concluded this based on an assessment of
the floral and faunal remains analyzed. A study of the organic materials from the Phase III was
not conducted because of the small amount recovered. Therefore, it is impossible to test this
theory. This site also housed a multitude of activities of Native inhabitants including
hunting/foraging for nearby resources such as animals and nuts, preparing the harvested material
for cooking, cutting/scraping hides and other animal skin, and manufacturing/maintaining tools.
The most obvious behavioral activity from this site is the manufacturing and maintenance
of bifacial tools. There are well over 1,700 flakes collected from this site along with countless
pieces of shatter found in every unit and level; this clearly indicates that tool manufacture was a
predominant activity. The material they used to create these tools was split between Reed Spring
Chert and undifferentiated Osagean chert. Comparatively speaking, there were not enough
bifacial tools to account for all the flakes present, which means there were more tools produced
than are in the collection. They were reusing the tools they made because most of the projectile
points exhibited retouching flakes. This process often weakened the tool to the point that it broke
at vulnerable places, and ultimately, the tool would be discarded.
Crude and hasty construction styles have been a common theme noted during the analysis
of this report. Several of the unidentifiable arrow points seemed to have been created directly
from a waste flake into a tool without much emphasis on the manufacture quality. There may be
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several reasons for this appearance but one possibility maybe the intensity of seasonal hunting.
The inhabitants only occupied this site for a short amount of time during the year, which means
their time for constructing tools relative to using them during hunting expeditions was finite.
They probably were in a hurry to produce as many usable tools as they could, utilizing both
previously broken tools and large enough flakes to be transformed into new tools. They also
transformed flakes and other cherty pieces into scraping tools as evidenced by the large amount
of unifacial scrapers. Since they were only staying in this area temporarily, they likely wanted to
procure animal skins and separate them from the food relatively quickly.
Another prehistoric activity that occurred at this site is the dissection and scraping of
animal hides. There was a large number of scrapers in various shapes and sizes that played a key
role in preparing faunal remains. These people were likely interested in carrying some of these
organics back to more permanent living arrangements. Depending on the type of animal, the
weight of the organism would vary. It would have been much easier to transport some animals
by dividing them into smaller segments. There could be alternative motives for this behavior,
such as desiring to eat the meat while saving the skins for other means; this would force the
inhabitants to complete these activities in the preparation area. Regardless, the simple fact is that
people used whatever debitage was left over from the creation of tools to scrape and cut hides.
These last two behaviors confirm that hunting and gathering was practiced. As stated
before, this site served as the base camp for these people to exploit the surrounding flora and
fauna. The tools from this site correspond with the common hunters toolkit found throughout this
area. The surrounding environment suggests a plethora of wildlife including small, medium, and
large mammals, birds, fish, reptiles, and amphibians. All of these animal’s bones could be found
locally during prehistorical times. The bones are minuscule in size, making it impossible to
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identify the original animal, but they had clearly been cooked, evidenced by their bluish
coloration. Gizzard stones were also present at Slow Drip. When gizzard stones are found at an
archaeological site, it usually indicates that birds were hunted and processed, which would
deposit these objects in the direct vicinity of the preparation area. Finally, some tools that are
used for hunting indicated distal breakage from striking a hard surface (such as animal), and
some were not present at the site during excavation. This may have been due to successful
hunting expeditions.
There is evidence from the flora and fauna collected that local organic material was
foraged and consumed. In this region, nuts from nearby hickories and other forest trees are easily
obtainable. Natives likely broke open the nuts and ground them down using limestone or
sandstone objects. In this assemblage, only one object, listed under the ground stone section,
could have aided with this process. However, it is likely that these types of artifacts were
destroyed because of their weak and porous composition. At this site, there seems to be a
systematic discarding of nuts into open flames. While there were no features described during
Phase III, there are concentrations of nut debris that have been clearly burned. This indicates that
it was in direct contact with fire since all of the pieces are blackened. The bones found in
association also show evidence of being burned because most are calcined. In Ray’s (1992: 109)
appendix of bones recovered from Phase II around two-thirds of the bones were burned, but he
cautions the reader to not automatically assume that almost all the bone was cooked because the
acid in the soil could have eroded away unburned bone. His table was reproduced here as Table
5.
Ray (1992: 58) also includes two other activities that cannot be confirmed from the Phase
III analysis. He mentions both drilling and food storage as behaviors evidenced in his report. The
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Table 6.

Faunal Remains Recovered From Phase II
Excavation Including Large and Small Mammals,
Birds, Turtles, and Fish. Reproduced from Ray
(1992: 109).
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former behavior was mentioned because a drill was collected from feature 1, but nothing was
further discussed. There were no drills found in the Phase III investigation, and therefore, if this
behavior did occur, it cannot be seen from this excavation. Secondly, food storage also occurred
but it too was not observed. Ray was able to interject this theory because he had intact food
deposit features. Two of the features (one and three) were deemed refuse pits where food could
have been stored, which Ray ascertained by the highly organic content. Once again, since
features were not found in the Phase III study, I can only speculate as to the nature of the food
after it had been processed.

Conclusion
The Slow Drip Rock Shelter was discovered in 1985, and Klinger and Kandare revisited
it in 1987 during their Phase I survey. Ray conducted the Phase II excavation. He was extremely
excited about this particular site because it was relatively undisturbed, which is usually not the
case with rock shelter sites containing shallow deposits. He found four features, pottery, diverse
lithic materials from both the Woodland and Mississippian period, and obtained a radiocarbon
date. Dr. David Hughes was the Principal Investigator of the Phase III excavation. He
implemented a research strategy to answer questions about problems concerning the Ozark
Highlands, but it was unsuccessful because features were never found. Looters had destroyed the
site between the Phase II and Phase III; therefore, all information concerning stratigraphy and
association to features was lost.
This site produced many lithic materials along with a few ecofacts. The crew uncovered
Woodland and Mississippian deposits in the form of two Standlee points, two Rice Side Notched
points, and several arrow point types such as Scallorn, Reed, and Morris-like. Besides these
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broad timeframes, specific ranges could not be achieved. Both Ray and I agree that this site is a
temporary campsite for hunting and gathering strategies. Activities at this site include foraging
for nearby resources such as animals and nuts, preparing the harvested material for cooking,
cutting/scraping hides and other animal skin, and manufacturing/maintaining tools. All of these
behaviors can be achieved within a regional context. The flora, fauna, and construction material
can be found nearby on ridge slopes, streams, and the local forested area. This site is not eligible
for the National Register because it does not contain any features, but it still could be useful for
research specific to the Ozark Highlands. Future research for this site should be directed towards
intrasite comparisons and the relationship between Woodland and Mississippian occupations in
local rock shelters.
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APPENDIX
DR. JACK RAY’S (1992: 9-12) TABLE OF SITES DUG NEAR THE PROJECT AREA
FOR FUTURE INTRASITE COMPARISONS

REFERENCE

LOCATION

Bushnell 1915

Southwest MO Caves

Bushnell 1922
Harrington 1924
Adams 1941
Adams 1950
Chapman, Maxwell, and
Kozlovich 1951
Chapman 1956

White & James Rivers
SW MO. & NW Ark.
Rockhouse Cave, 23BY3
SE Barry County
Table Rock Lake Area, Stone
County
Table Rock Lake Area

Bray 1956
Bray 1957
Tong 1957
Adams 1958
Marshall 1958
Chapman et al. 1960

Rice Shelter, 23SN200
Lander Shelter I, 23SN189
James River, Galena
Southwest Missouri
Table Rock Lake Area
Table Rock Lake Area

Harvey 1962
Tong 1963
Marshall 1963
Scholtz 1968
Collins 1971
Chapman 1975

Eastern Barry County
Molley Cave, Stone Co.
Lander Shelter II
NW Arkansas
Stone County
Southwest Drainage Region

Spears, Myer, and Davis
1975
Cooley and Fuller 1976
Cooley, Helm, and Turner
1976
McGrath 1976
Cooley and Fuller 1977
Cooley and Fuller 1977
Cooley, Helm, and Turner
1977
Cooley, Helm, and Turner
1977
Douthit, Fischer, and Davis
1977

White River Basin

NATURE
Recovery of Perishable
Materials
Reconnaissance
Ozark Rockshelters
Excavation
Survey and Excavation
Reconnaissance

Cassville, MO
Hollister, MO

Preliminary Survey and Test
Excavations
Excavation
Excavation
Salvage of an Indian Burial
Survey and Excavation
Projectile Point Analysis
Extensive Survey and
Excavations
Analysis of 10 Rockshelters
Excavation
Excavation
Summary of Prehistory
Rural Settlement Geography
Synthesis of Known PaleoIndian through Late Archaic
Literature Search and Records
Check
Survey, Sewerline
Survey, Sewerline

Rt. 65, Branson Area
Rt. 65, Branson Area
MTNF, Cassville Dist.
Reeds Spring, MO

Survey, Highway Corridor
Survey, Highway Corridor
Survey, Access Road
Survey, Sewerline

Reeds Spring, MO

Testing

MTNF, Cassville Dist.

Survey, Access Road
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APPENDIX (continued)

REFERENCE

LOCATION

NATURE

Garrison et al. 1977

SE Barry County

McGrath 1977
McNerney 1977
Ives 1978
Douthit, Helm, and Turner
1978
Douthit, Helm, and Turner
1978
Fuller 1978
Cole 1979
Cooley, Turner, and Helm
1979
Douthit et al. 1979

Rt. 13, Crane, MO
MTNF, Cassville Dist.
MTNF, Cassville Dist.
Galena, MO

Study of Effects of Shoreline
Erosion on Sites
Survey, Highway Corridor
Survey, Exchange Tracts
Survey, Exchange Tracts
Survey, Sewerline

23SN615

Testing

Iron Spring Cave
Hollister School
23SN615

Survey
Spot Survey
Excavation

MTNF, Cassville Dist.

Chapman 1980

Southwest Drainage Region

Reuter-Hart and Purrington
1981
Sturdevant 1981
Harris 1982
Helm and Purrington 1982
Benn 1982
McGrath and Reuter-Hart
1983
Wood et al. 1983
Bennett and Swanda 1984
Brown 1984
Logan 1984
Ray and Benn 1984
Ray and Benn 1984
Sturdevant 1984
Purrington et al. 1985
Bennett and Ray 1986
Grantham 1986
Ray and McGrath 1986
Bennett, Ray, and Gettys
1987
Klinger and Kandare 1987
Ray and Benn 1987

Branson, MO

Literature Overview of Known
Cultural Resources
Synthesis of Known Early
Woodland through Middle
Mississippian Prehistory
Survey, Transmission Line

Branson to Cedar Creek
MTNF, Cassville Dist.
Hollister, MO
Galena, MO
Branson, MO

Survey, Transmission Line
Survey, Access Road
Survey, Sewerline
Testing
Survey, Sewerline

Loftin Site, 23SN42
Beaver Lake, NW Ark.
NE OK, NW Ark, SW MO
MTNF, Cassville Dist.
Swiss Villa Resort
Branson, MO
Kimberling City
MTNF, Cassville Dist.
Table Rock Lake
Cassville, MO
Cassville, MO, 23BY13
Table Rock Lake

Excavation and Analyses
Survey, Shoreline
Cultural Change in Ozarks
Testing
Survey, Sewerline
Survey, Sewerline
Survey, Transmission Line
Survey and Testing
Survey, Lake Shoreline
Survey, City Park
Testing
Survey and Testing

MTNF, Cassville Dist.
Baird Mountain

Survey, Exchange Tracts
Survey, Fire Station
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APPENDIX (continued)

REFERENCE
Ray, McGrath, and Benn
1987
Sturdevant 1987
Dunn and Riggs 1988
Klinger and Kandare 1988
Ray and McGrath 1988
Ray and Benn 1989
McGrath and Ray 1990
Sturdevant 1990
Benn 1991
Ray 1991
Ray 1991
Bennett, Ray, and Northcutt
1992
Ray and Benn 1992

LOCATION

NATURE

MTNF, Cassville Dist.

Survey, Exchange Tracts

Kimberling City
Cape Fair, MO
MTNF, Cassville Dist.
MTNF, Cassville Dist.
Flat, Bull, & Swan Creek
Drainage Basins
MTNF, Cassville Dist.
Silver Dollar City
Dogwood Canyon
MTNF, Cassville, Dist.
Hollister, MO
Beaver, AR, 3CR238

Survey, Sewerline
Survey, Boat Ramp
Testing
Survey, Exchange Tracts
Survey, Rockshelters, and
Caves
Survey, Exchange Tracts
Survey, Transmission Line
Archaeological Salvage
Survey, Exchange Tracts
Survey, Industrial Park
Testing

Flat, Bull, & Swan Creek
Drainage Basins

Testing, Rockshelters and
Caves
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